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Kurzfassung

Durch die steigende Abhängigkeit von Software in immer mehr Bereichen unseres Le-
bens, wird es essentiell, zu wissen, ob solche Software-Systeme zu jedem Zeitpunkt
auch wie erwartet funktionieren. Leider führen Limitierungen von bestehenden Anätzen
zu einem Mangel an Information über die Konsistenz zwischen erwartetem und tat-
sächlichem Verhalten, vor allem nach der Installation eines Systems. (1) Vollständige
Validierung von Software-Artefakten ist in modernen Software-Systemen mittlerweile
oft nicht mehr möglich. Steigende Komplexität führt zu einer explodierenden Anzahl an
Ausführungsmöglichkeiten, was eine Berechnung und Prüfung dieser Möglichkeiten schnell
unzumutbar macht. (2) Software testing erlaubt die Bewältigung dieser Herausforderung,
indem nur Teile eines Systems gecheckt werden, jedoch mit Einschränkungen bei der
Konsistenzprüfung nach der Installation eines Systems. (3) Laufzeit-Monitoring-Systeme
bieten Information über Systemfehler nach der Installation, aber der hohe manuelle
Aufwand, der nötig ist, um solche Systeme aufzusetzen, limitiert die Anwendung in der
Praxis. In dieser Arbeit wird untersucht, inwiefern die Wiederverwendung bestehender
Modellinformation eine Lösung für die oben genannten Probleme bietet. Dafür wird das
Inconsistency Detection Based on Models (IDBoM) Framework entwickelt, als Showcase,
wie bestehende Modellinformation für Inkonsistenzprüfung verwendet werden kann. Das
IDBoM Framework verwendet UML Klassendiagramme und UML Aktivitätsdiagramme
als Repräsentation des erwarteten Verhaltens eines Systems, und UML Sequenzdiagramme
als Repräsentation des tatsächlichen Verhaltens nach der Installation. Um die Konsistenz
zwischen erwartetem Systemverhalten und Modellinformationen zu stärken, wird außer-
dem eine wiederverwendbare Lösung zur programmatischen Interaktion mit Modellen,
mit dem Fokus auf Usability entwickelt. Der Zweck dieser Lösung ist es, zur Implemen-
tierung von Anwendungsfällen für die Wiederverwendung von Modellen beizutragen,
um wiederum die Vorteile zu erhöhen, Modelle aktuell zu halten. Eine Evaluierung des
entwickelten Artefakts zeigt, dass die Automatisierung eines modellbasierten Prozesses zur
Inkonsistenzeprüfung möglich ist, von der Initierung dieses Prozesses bis zur Verarbeitung
des Ergebnisses. Die abgedeckten Inkonsistenz-Fälle sind vergleichbar mit software testing.
Ausführungszeiten des implementierten Prozesses zur Inkonsistenzprüfung skaliert linear
für alle getesteten Parameter. Außerdem wurde die Usability für Modellinteraktionen für
alle getesteten Parameter verbessert, verglichen mit bestehenden Lösungen. Diese Ergeb-
nisse zeigen, dass modellbasierte Erkennung von Laufzeit-Abweichungen Informationen
über das korrekte Verhalten eines Systems nach dessen Installation ermöglicht.
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Abstract

With an increasing dependency on software in more and more aspects of our lives, the
information whether these software systems work as expected at any point in time becomes
crucial. However, limitations of existing approaches lead to a loss of information about
consistency between expected and actual behavior, especially after system deployment.
(1) Full validation of software artifacts is often not possible any longer in modern software
systems. Increasing complexity leads to an exploding number of execution possibilities,
which can be infeasible to compute and check. (2) Software testing allows to overcome
this challenge by allowing to check particular parts of a system, but with limitations when
it comes to consistency after system deployment. (3) Runtime monitoring systems provide
information on system errors after deployment, but the high manual effort required to
set up such a system limits its application in practice. In this thesis, it is examined to
which extent reusing existing model information can provide a solution to the challenges
faced with the approaches mentioned above. Therefore, the Inconsistency Detection
Based on Models (IDBoM) framework is implemented as a showcase how existing model
information can be used for inconsistency checking. The IDBoM framework uses UML
Activity Diagrams and UML Class Diagrams as a representation of the expected behavior
of a system, and UML Sequence Diagrams as representation of its actual behavior after
deployment. After the inconsistency checking process is triggered by a running system, a
set of consistency rules is executed on these diagrams to retrieve a checking result. This
checking result indicates whether the actual behavior of the checked system is consistent
with its expected behavior. In order to facilitate the consistency between expected
system behavior and existing models, a reusable solution for programatically interacting
with models with the focus on usability is created as part of the IDBoM framework.
The intention of this solution is to contribute to the implementation of use cases for
reusing existing model information, to increase benefits of keeping models up to date.
An evaluation of the implemented artifact shows that full automation of a model-based
inconsistency checking process is possible, from process initiation to processing of the
checking result. The covered inconsistency cases are comparable to software testing.
Execution times of the implemented inconsistency checking process scale linearly for all
tested parameters. Finally, the usability of model interactions is improved compared to
existing solutions on all tested parameters. These results indicate that a model-based
inconsistency checking process can be used to provide information about the correct
behavior of a system after deployment.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Software is becoming an integral part of our lives. Emerging trends, such as autonomous
driving [HCA16] [LAB+11] and smart homes [Har06], provide huge potential regarding
automation and safety. However, such trends also increase the dependency on software in
more and more areas of our lives. Due to this dependency, correct functioning is a crucial
aspect of such software systems. For instance in “traditional” driving, a driver is in full
control of the vehicle. If a car approaches a crossing that is managed by a traffic light,
and this traffic light turns red, the driver knows that the car has to be stopped. However,
if the car is not controlled by the driver, but by a software system, the person in the
car must rely on the correctness of the software to prevent a crash. Correctness in this
context means that the actual behavior of the software is consistent with its expected
behavior.

For small software systems, the correct functioning can be ensured by mathematically
proving every possible state, using techniques such as satisfiability modulo theories
(SMT) [Fil11] or model checking [CGP00]. However, this is no longer plausible for
modern software systems, since the complexity of such systems lets the number of cases
to be checked explode to a degree that is unfeasible to verify [Val96] [CKNZ11].

To overcome this challenge and cope with more complex systems, software testing is
one possible way [MSB11]. In software testing, test cases are run against a software
artifact. Those test cases usually represent actions that might be performed by a user
of a particular software part. The resulting behavior of the software is checked against
expected results. As each test case already yields information about the correctness of a
software, software testing allows to only check the most crucial system parts. However,
there are still limitations for verifying the correctness of a running software system
based on software testing: (1) As test cases do not cover the whole system to be tested
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1. Introduction

(otherwise, the number of test cases would explode), there is no full certainty of whether a
system behaves as expected in every potential scenario. (2) The test cases are not tested
against a deployed system, but are executed in an isolated environment before deployment.
Therefore, discrepancies may exist between this isolated test environment and the running
system environment, leading to different test results in these environments. An example
of such a discrepancy is the internet connection. Whereas there might be a good internet
connection in an artificially setup test environment, there may be a connectivity problem
in certain surroundings.

Approaches that overcome limitations of software testing mentioned above by allowing
to derive information from running systems are summarized as runtime monitoring
and verification systems [JBGN18] [dSS+05] [JMLR12] [PJS+11]. However, using such
solutions can be very time-comsuming in practice. All properties to be monitored must
be specified beforehand. This takes considerale effort. Tools often use specific languages
for input definitions. Those languages must first be learned by a user, which requires
additional effort. After properties are specified, they can be monitored throughout system
runtime. However, this monitoring usually reveals limited automation potential. If a
property violation appears during system runtime, relevant information is logged, and
eventually sent to a messaging endpoint to notify a person operating the monitored
system. In most monitoring systems, no further processing of a property violation is
possible. However, to enable feedback to a user whether a system works during runtime,
monitoring data has to be sent to and automatically processed by the monitored system.
Furthermore, this monitored system could even adapt its behavior based as a result of
a property violation. In the example of the autonomously driving car given above, the
system could hand over the control of the car to the driver in case of a property violation.
However, this aspect usually cannot be automated using runtime monitoring systems.

1.2 Problem Statement
As software becomes more and more an integral part of our personal lives, it is crucial
that the actual behavior of such software systems is consistent to their expected behavior.
As described in Section 1.1, open challenges of existing approaches regarding consistency
are (i) the limited scalability with increasing system size and (ii) the high manual effort
required to obtain information from a running system. Applying a model based approach
can be one solution to overcome these challenges. As models are often used to define
software requirements [SBHK12], reusing information contained in models can provide
automation potential with respect to the definition of expected and actual behavior.
By comparing model information with data obtained from the running system, open
challenges concerning the impact of system size on the verification process can be solved.
However, there is yet limited information available about (i) whether models can be reused
for detecting inconsistencies between actual and expected behavior of a running software
system, (ii) the automation potential of such an approach, or (iii) whether comparing
models with runtime information provides execution times that allows application to
large software systems.
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1.2. Problem Statement

Figure 1.1: Visualization of the feedback problem of models.

One challenge involved in succesfully using models for inconsistency checking is that to
allow finding of inconsistencies in the running system, the used models must actually
describe the correct behavior of a system. Otherwise, the inconsistency can also be
caused by an incorrect specification of the expected behavior. However, this is often not
given in software projects. Figure 1.1 visualizes the feedback loop in software engineering
to present the challenge that can lead to outdated models. In this process, models are
created during the Specification phase. Requirements derived from models are
passed as an input to the Implementation phase. After requirements are implemented,
a Software increment is passed to the Testing phase. If testing is successful, the
tested software increment is deployed into a running system. If issues are found in
the Testing phase, the feedback is usually given to implementation in the form of
software defects that are then fixed and added to a next Software increment. As
updating models usually involves manual effort, defects are often implemented without
propagating the according feedback back to requirements due to limited time and budget
of software projects. This leads to outdated models over time. In other words, models are
not updated because the potential benefits are often not worth the effort when release
deadlines approach. On the one side, automation in updating model content can reduce
associated costs. On the other side,increasing reusability options of up-to-date models
can increase benefits of investing time and money for keeping a trace between model
information and expected behavior of a system. In other words, the more implementations
of use cases for using model content are available, the higher the probability that design
time models represent the actual behavior expected of a system. One aspect that is
required for every implementation with the goal of reusing models is programmatically
retrieving information from models. Usability is shown to have a positive relation to the
impact of software in different areas [MAR+15] [TG14] [SMR16]. The higher the usability
of a software artifact, the more likely it is used. In the case of accessing model content,
the user is a developer implementing a use case for reusing models, and a higher impact
of a tool offering programmatic model access means that it is more likely that a use case
is implemented. Therefore, improving usability of tools that allow to programmatically
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1. Introduction

access model content can increase the number of implemented use cases for reusing
models, yielding to a higher probability of up-to-date model descriptions of software
systems. On the other side, bad usability can provide a barrier to implementing such use
cases.

In this thesis, it is analyzed to which extent (i) reusing model information provides
automation in finding inconsistencies between the actual behavior of a running system
and its expected behavior, (ii) information contained in models can be retrieved program-
matically with a focus on usability, (iii) a runtime inconsistency checking process based
on models provides functionality that is comparable to executing test cases before system
deployment, and (iv) a runtime checking process based on models provides scalable exe-
cution time with respect to increasing size of the system to be checked. More specifically,
the following research questions are answered.

RQ1: To what extent can existing models of a software system be used to au-
tomize runtime verification of the dynamic behavior of the described system?

RQ2: What are current limitations of automatically processing model infor-
mation concerning usability, and what are measures to improve usability?

RQ3: Which kind of defects can be found by an approach that reuses de-
sign time model information for the verification of runtime system behavior,
compared to executing test cases before deployment?
RQ4: What are parameters that influence the performance of a system that
uses runtime models for verification of a system concerning the different
input models?

1.3 Methodological Approach
To find an answer to the research questions posed in Section 1.2, the following method-
ological approach is carried out based on the design science framework proposed Hevner
et al. [HMPR04]. Hevner et al. [HMPR04] propose to create an artifact (in this thesis,
an instantiation of an artifact is created) based on requirements derived from a problem
domain. The goal is to (i) contribute to the problem domain and (ii) create an addition
to the overall knowledge base, using this artifact instantiation. More specifically, the
following procedure is followed.

1. Derive goals and requirements from research questions. For each research question
posed in Section 1.2, a goal, as well as several non-functional and functional-
requirements are derived.

2. Propose an artifact to satisfy the posed requirements. The Inconsistency Detection
Based on Models (IDBoM) framework is proposed as a solution to satisfy the
requirements and achieve the goals derived in Step 1.

4



1.4. Structure of the Thesis

3. Create an instantiation of the proposed artifact. An instantiation of the IDBoM
framework is created to provide a proof of the underlying concept.

4. Evaluate the fulfillment of the posed requirements by the created instantiation.
To come up with an answer to the posed research questions, the (i) automation
potential, (ii) functionality, (iii) usability of model interactions, and (iv) scalability
of execution times of the artifact instantiation created in Step 3 is evaluated.

5. Analyze the implemented artifact to find an answer to the posed research questions.

6. Obtain related work from the literature. The literature is searched for work related
to the created artifact. Required actions are derived from the meta-steps of the
Systematic Literature Review proposed by Kitchenham et al. [KBB+09].

7. Compare the obtained results with the found related work. Approaches obtained
from the literature search are compared to the solution implemented in this thesis,
based on the requirements obtained in Step 1.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The structure of this thesis is based on the guidelines proposed by Barbara Minto [Min09].
In Chapter 2, the theoretical background about Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is
discussed. In Chapter 3, an overview of the proposed Inconsistency Detection Based on
Models (IDBoM) framework is given. In Chapter 4, the implementation of the IDBoM
framework is described. In Chapter 5.3, the (i) automation potential, (ii) functionality,
(iii) usability of model interactions, and (iv) scalability of execution times of the created
artifact is evaluated to come up with an answer to the posed research questions. In
Chapter 6, the created artifact is evaluated in order to come up with an answer to the
posed research questions. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis, providing a conclusion of the
work and an outlook of future directions.
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CHAPTER 2
Model Driven Engineering

This chapter is devoted to give an overview on theoretical concepts of Model Driven
Engineering (MDE). A prerequisite for MDE applications is the creation of models, as
described in Section 2.1. After a formal description of the problem is achieved in the
form of models, contained information can be automatically processed and interpreted
by standalone software. Automatic processing of models is discussed in Section 2.2.
Application scenarios that make use of automatic processing of models for a verification
of a modelled software system are Model Based Testing (MBT) (described in Section
2.3) and model checking (described in Section 2.4). In this thesis, ideas from MBT
and model checking are combined with the concept of models@runtime (described in
Section 2.5) to perform model-based runtime inconsistency detection.

2.1 Overview

This section gives an overview about formal models and modeling languages, the backbones
of MDE.

2.1.1 Models

In general, a model can be seen as a simplification of reality. It is used to “describe
systems efficiently and elegantly” [SBHK12, 2]. Especially in software engineering, using
models is a crucial success factor, as software systems are basically “abstractions that
represent machine-processible facts of reality”. This means software systems represent
abstractions of reality, and tools are required to enable such abstraction modeling. One
possiblity is to use natural language. However, natural language has many drawbacks
in describing requirements of a software system, as its imprecision and ambiguity often
leads to communication problems [Rup09]. Imprecise requirements lead to unrealistic
time estimates, unclear objectives and changing objectives.objectives. These challenges
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2. Model Driven Engineering

are the top reasons why IT projects fail [Cus02,Gla04,AN05]. At least two of these
reasons can be linked to insufficiently understood or specified requirements. Models
are used in MDE in general to overcome these issues of natural language by providing
a formal way to create a common understanding of the requirements of a software
engineering [SBHK12, 2]. According to Fowler [FS04], there are three different applications
that models are usually used for in software projects, namely Models as a sketch, Models
as a blueprint and Models as executable programs. Models as a sketch provide a very
simple and selective representation of “the essential aspects to solve a problem”, intended
to serve as a “basis for discussion” [SBHK12, 5]. Models as a blueprint do specify
only parts of the system, but already provide “sufficient detail to enable developers
to create ready-to-run systems without having to make design decisions” [SBHK12, 5].
Models as executable programs are specified to a degree that “code can be generated
from them automatically” [SBHK12, 5]. Unfortunately, even after creating models,
there is still a large potential of misunderstanding due to different interpretation of the
modelled concepts. Especially when creating models as executable programs, different
interpretations easily lead to wrong programs.

2.1.2 Modeling Languages

The formal description of a specification in a model offers a common knowledge base
for further system development. However, a missing common understanding of model
contents can still lead to misinterpretations of such a knowledge base. To avoid such
misinterpretations, modeling languages are introduced to define elements that are allowed
in a particular model as well as rules to define those elements. This predefined model
syntax allows a common interpretation of a the contents of a model. In other words, a
modeling language offers predefined building blocks to help (i) creating and (ii) interpreting
models. Most modeling languages also offer the concept of diagrams on top of models. A
diagram thereby represents a particular view on a model. The diagram extracts parts of
a model relevant for this representation. Several diagrams can access the same model
elements, but group them together of visualize them differently to provide a distinct view
on the model. The user of a model usually interacts with the model solely via diagrams.
This means that a diagram can not only represent information, but also alter elements
within a model.

In MDE, the Unified modeling Language (further described in Section 2.1.3) and the
System modeling Language [OMG18a], [Alt12] are commonly used modeling languages
for describing systems. Additionally, there are other modeling languages such as Business
Process modeling Notation [OR03]to define, manage, automate and optimize processes
[DLRM+13].

8



2.1. Overview

Figure 2.1: Overview of diagram types defined by UML version 2.5.1, taken from the
official language specification [OMG11]

2.1.3 Unified modeling Language

The Unified modeling Language1 (UML) is a modeling language standard developed
by the Object Management Group2 (OMG). The language aims to “provide system
architects, software engineers, and software developers with tools for analysis, design,
and implementation of software-based systems” [OMG11]. UML defines several kinds of
diagram types to model different aspects of the system (cf. Figure 2.1).

According to Seidl et al. [SBHK12], the Use Case Diagram, the Class Diagram, the State
Machine Diagram, the Sequence Diagram and the Activity Diagram are most commonly
used in software projects and are therefore counted as the most important diagram types
of UML. In the following, the different diagram types defined by UML 2 are described,
whereby a distinction is made between structural diagrams and behavioral diagrams.

Structural diagrams describe the structure of objects, their properties and relations
between them [OMG11]. Structural diagrams give a conceptual view of a system and
define how it looks like statically. In UML, the following structural diagrams are defined.

• Class Diagrams consist of two types of entities, namely classes and interfaces
[SBHK12]. A class can also be declared as abstract or static. Both classes and
interfaces might contain several attributes and operations. They map to the
attributes and operations for the respective classes in code. This means that both

1https://www.uml.org/
2https://www.omg.org/
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2. Model Driven Engineering

attributes and operations can be declared as private or static, and have a visibility
(that can be either public, private, protected or package) [SBHK12]. Additionally,
attributes have a return type which either corresponds to an available class (within
the software system or imported from external APIs) or a primitive type of the
corresponding programming language3. An operation has a return type, which
again either corresponds to an available class, a primitive type, or to “no return
type”, which is usually represented as void [SBHK12]. An operation can also
have a number of parameters. Each parameter must have a name, an assigned
type (again with the same rules as for attribute types), and can also be declared
optional [SBHK12]. An entity of a class diagram may also be part of a package
(or a number of nested packages), which again represent the package hierarchy
of a software in a visual way [SBHK12]. Relations are then used to model the
relationship between several entities. However, there are three different types of
relations in class diagrams. An association describes a connection between two
classes. More specifically, the connection represent which side (i.e. which class) has
access to the respective class on the other side of the association [SBHK12]. In
code, an association is often represented as an additional attribute of the class A
which is granted access to class B [SBHK12]. This attribute then has the type of
class B [SBHK12]. If the multiplicity of the connection is allowed to be larger than
1, the attribute is often represented as a list of elements of type class B [SBHK12].
A generalization is used to describe inheritance. It visually shows which classes
inherit information (operations and attributes) from super-classes [SBHK12]. The
third type are interface realizaitons that mark classes that implement a specific
interface [SBHK12].

• Object Diagrams capture the structure of the system at a specific point of time
during the execution. They describe relevant instances within the system. Therefore,
instances of the individual classifiers defined by all other diagram types can be
modelled. However, an object diagram is usually used to model objects as instances
of classes defined in the class diagram. The values of the individual attributes of the
corresponding classes can be modelled within the object. The connection between
the several objects is realized via links that represent instances of assoziations
defined in respective class diagrams [RQZ07].

• Profile Diagrams define profiles. Profiles are used to expand UML by additional
concepts, without changing its metamodel [SBHK12]. Having the same metamodel
allows to reuse existing modeling tools with this extended version of UML.

• Composite Structure Diagrams are used to describe the hierarchial structure
of the modelled system [RQZ07]. More specifically, they define which lower-level
components the individual components of the system are componsed of.

3For example, the available primitive types for the Java Programming language can be found here:
https://www.w3schools.com/java/java_data_types.asp
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• Component Diagrams represent the structure of the individual components
during runtime [RQZ07]. They describe the dependencies that are imposed by
this structure [RQZ07]. A component is thereby only described by the interface it
offers to the other components in the system, not exposing any implementation
details [RQZ07]. This makes each component replaceable by any other component
offering the same interface [RQZ07].

• Deployment Diagrams describe to which hardware components the individual
software artefacts are assigned and how the communication channels between
the individual hardware components are established [RQZ07]. This allows the
deployment diagram to give a view on the software architecture that expands the
system view by the hardware components that are needed to actually run the
modelled software system [RQZ07].

• Package Diagrams are used to structure the individual elements of a software
on a more abstract level [RQZ07]. It uses packages to encapsulate several related
packageable elements . Usually, classes and packages are contained by packages
and the individual packages are then connected via package imports [RQZ07].

Behavior diagrams describe the dynamic behavior of the modeled system [OMG11].
They provide information on objects, their methods and activities and potential ways a
system might change over time. The following behavior diagrams are defined by UML.

• Activity Diagrams contain different types of entities. An activity is an entity
that can contain itself several actions, which represent an atomic tasks within the
described software system [SBHK12]. However, there is no specification about the
precise semantics of activities and actions [SBHK12]. There are different kinds of
connections that link actions, activities and nodes. Control flow edges describe the
allowed logical sequences of actions. Object flow edges on the other side describe the
data flow within a diagram [SBHK12]. Nodes can be used to describe alternative or
parallel execution paths [SBHK12]. Decision nodes describe alternative execution
paths. Syntactically, a decision node is allowed to only have one incoming relation,
but several outgoing relations. If the node is reached via the incoming relation, the
flow is continued on (exactly) one of the outgoing relations, based on a checking
condition [SBHK12]. The decision join node is then used to merge several incoming
alternative flows to one outgoing flow [SBHK12]. The flow is continued on the
outgoing transition as soon as one of the incoming relations are reached [SBHK12].
For modeling parallelity, there is the fork node that allows one incoming relation
and several outgoing relations that are then executed in parallel (the flow continues
on all of the outgoing relations) [SBHK12]. The fork join node then merges several
parallel flows together to one. Therefore, it accepts several incoming and only one
outgoing relations [SBHK12]. If (and only if) all of the incoming relations have
been reached, the flow is continued on the outgoing transition [SBHK12].
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• Sequence Diagrams describe in general interactions (method calls) between
different objects within the modelled software system [SBHK12]. The entities of a
sequence diagram are called lifelines and describe one object each. The name of a
lifeline is given in the following form. First the name of the dynamic object, i.e. its
role, that might change during the lifespan of the object, is given. Then the name
of the class to which the object belongs is indicated. [SBHK12]. The purpose of the
sequence diagram is to describe the interaction between those lifelines via messages
that are sent from one lifeline to another [SBHK12]. Each message is represented
by a name, together with a sending object (lifeline) and a receiving object (lifeline).
There are two main kinds of message patterns. A synchronous message call is
started with a message indicating the name of the called method in the receiving
object, as well as relevant parameters [SBHK12]. The sending lifeline then expects
to receive a response message in which the response of the method call is indicated.
An asynchronous message call is also started by a message indicating the name of
the called method in the receiving object, as well as relevant parameters [SBHK12].
However, besides the different visual representation of the call message in this case,
the sender does not expect to receive a response message following an asynchronous
call message. Besides these two types, there also exist create messages to indicate the
creation of a new object within the interaction flow, as well as found messages whose
sending lifeline is not explicitly modelled and lost messages whose receiving lifeline
is not explicitly modelled [SBHK12]. Another concept that can be modelled in
sequence diagrams are combined fragments [SBHK12]. They are used to compactly
describe multiple possible execution paths of a sequence diagram . There are
combined fragments defined for modeling branches and loops, parallelity and order
and filters and assertions [SBHK12]. A combined fragment consists of an operator
and one or several operands. An operator indicates the type of the used combined
fragment by its name. An operand may contain an interaction, another combined
fragment or a reference to another sequence diagram [SBHK12].

• State Machine Diagrams are used to model the different states in which a
system or an object might be within its lifespan [SBHK12]. Additionally, a state
machine diagram defines under which circumstances the modelled system changes
from one state to another and its allowed behavior within a state. The state machine
diagram models the behavior of a single part of the software, usually a single object
(i.e. the intra-object behavior), not the interaction between different software parts
(i.e. the inter-object behavior). It consists of states, that are connected via state
transitions [SBHK12]. States are described by a name as well as (optionally) several
inner activities. An inner activity contains the name of an activity, modelled in an
activity diagram, that can be executed or triggered by the object modelled in the
state machine diagram [SBHK12]. There are three different kinds of inner activities
that can be specified within a state. An entry activity is executed when the current
state is entered by the modelled object [SBHK12]. The exit activity on the other
side is executed when the current state is left by the modelled object [SBHK12].
Between those two events (the object entering and leaving the state), the do activity
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defines an activity that is executed as long as the modelled object is kept in the
current state [SBHK12]. State transitions, which are used to connect the individual
states of a state machine diagram, can have three different properties: events, guard
conditions and activities [SBHK12]. An event triggers the state transition. The
guard condition defines whether the transition is allowed to be triggered. As within
the several states, a state transition can also specify activities that are triggered
while changing into the target state.

• Communication Diagrams are intended to represent interactions between the
components of a complex structure [RQZ07]. Their purpose is to describe the
cooperation and responsibilities of the individual components within the modelled
behavior. The chosen level of abstraction usually not allows to explicitly model
chronology of messages, state changes, control sequences or parallelity [RQZ07].

• Timing Diagrams are used to model at which point in time the individual objects
are in which states [RQZ07]. They also allow for modeling messages between the
individual objects that are often triggered by state changes and used to trigger
state changes in the receiving object. A concept that is also often used in timing
diagrams is the definition of timing constraints. Timing constraints can be used
to explicitly define restrictions on which specific moments in time an event must
happen or the time span it is allowed to last [RQZ07].

• Interaction Overview Diagrams are used to describe the communication be-
tween different interactions within a system on a meta level [RQZ07]. They can
be seen as an activity diagram that specifies interactions and combined fragments
instead of activities [RQZ07]. Therefore, any control elements defined by activity
diagrams are allowed to be used for interaction overview diagrams.

• Use Case Diagrams are often used as a first diagram to provide an entry point
to modeling a software system [SBHK12]. They describe the use cases that a
software system is expected to fulfill. The modelled system is thereby represented
by use case elements, each representing one usage scenario of the system [SBHK12].
Additionally, it allows to define several actors that interact with the modelled
system [SBHK12]. The diagram connects actors with use cases to define which
actor uses which functionality of the finished system.

2.2 Automatic Processing of Models

In MDE, information contained in created models is reused for various purposes along
the development cycle of a system. Therefore, models are automatically processed by
different tools. One challenge involved with this automatic processing is that a model
is usually created by a modeller via a particular modeling tool. Modeling tools offer a
human-readable user interface to interact with models in a convenient way. As these
interfaces are usually not machine-accessible, they cannot be used to automatically
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process created models. A way to export these models in a machine-readable format is
required. Sophisticated modeling tools such as the Enterprise Architect4 offer additional
machine-readable interfaces for this purpose5. However, as such interfaces are offered by
a particular tool, the same interface cannot be used for models created with different
modeling tools. A more tool-independent solution is the XML Metadata Interchange
(XMI) file format. It is standardized by the Object Management Group with the aim to
achieve a common way to exchange model information between tools. The XMI format
is used as a common format for exporting models from a modeling tool and persisting
exported models in a machine-readable format.

After exporting a model in a machine-readable, standardized format such as XMI, this
persisted information must be made accessible within a software program to allow for
automatic processing. Most programming languages therefore offer general-purpose
frameworks for accessing files. However, those frameworks do not allow for an automated
interpretation of file contents. This means that file contents must be mapped to model
elements by a developer in order to reuse model contents within a software program.
To automate this mapping, the Model Development Tools (MDT) project6 offers imple-
mentations of metamodels in the Java programming language. These implementations
allow to automatically create Java objects from persisted XMI files. In this thesis, the
MDT-UML 2 framework7, an implementation for the UML 2 metamodel, is used for
accessing model contents, as described in Section 4.1.3.

2.3 Model Based Testing

In Model Based Testing (MBT), modeling is applied to software testing, enabling
automation by deriving test case information from predefined models. Testing in general
is a fundamental task in software enigneering. It is integrated into common software
development processes such as the waterfall model, the V-model or Scrum [BM12,SS95]
and formalized by the Fundamental Testing Process [SL19]. However, implementing
testing strategies in software projects is often hindered by challenges including the cost
of testing [RBGW12]. These costs involve personnel, qualification and tools for testing
environments, test preparation, test execution and test result analysis. Increasing costs
often force project managers to cut down on testing activities due to their limited
project budget Poor quality of tests is often caused by unstructured testing activities
that are not carried out based on a common methodology. Reasons for increasing costs
include (ii) inefficient test execution and (ii)increasing complexity of tests [RBGW12].
Test automation may be a solution to tackle complexity of softare and efficiency of
tests [RBGW12]. In practice, circumstances like requirements formulated in natural
language provide barriers to test automation. MBT can be used to overcome such

4Website of the Enterprise Architect modeling tool:https://www.sparxsystems.eu/
5Documentation of the Enterprise Architect Automation Interface: https://sparxsystems.com/

enterprise_architect_user_guide/9.3/automation/automation_interface.html
6Website of the MDT project: https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/
7Website of the MDT-UML2 project: https://wiki.eclipse.org/MDT/UML2
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challenges by achieving more transparency and understandability of test definitions
(and thereby increasing its automation potential), reducing the costs in creating and
maintaining test cases and achieving a higher and more systematical test coverage (thereby
better handling the complexity of testing) [RBGW12]. More specifically, advantages of
MBT include:

• early discovery of wrong specification due to early formalization and thereby review
of expected system behavior [Sch12].

• improved test quality through (i) better communication and transparency between
developers and testers (ii) model-based quality analysis and (iii) the potential to
efficiently optimize test coverage through automated test generation [Sch12].

• improved efficiency in testing in general, through (i) automated test case generation
(ii) reduced effort for updating test suites after requirement changes and (iii)
improved maintenance of test cases in general [Sch12].

• improved documentation of testing efforts [Sch12].

Although test cases derived from models can surely be executed manually, the biggest
gain is achieved by combining MBT with test automation (i.e. the automated execution
of tests using explicitly created software artifacts) [Sch12]. In the literature, MBT is
acknowledged by providing implementations supporting MBT ( [FB15], [UT19] [NSS10]),
classifying MBT approaches ( [UPL12]) or allowing the integration of MBT into existing
solutions like the UML modeling language ( [OMG18b]).

2.4 Model Checking

Model checking is an attempt to verify a system using models. In this section, an overview
of the topic is given by describing the underlying concepts, examining advantages and
disadvantages, as well as giving an example of a tool that implements the model checking
approach.

2.4.1 Model Checking Concept

The general concept of model checking is described by Clarke et a. [CGP00]visualized
as shown in Figure 2.2 In this concept description, two systems are defined. System
1 describes allowed possible states. System 2 describes the actual states that might
occur and that should be verified by model checking. The model checker (i.e. the
model checking tool) simply checks whether the description of the two systems matches.
More specifically, this means that whether all of the actual states described by System
2 are specified by System 1. If this is the case, the model checker yields a positive
result, e.g. it returns the value true. If this is not the case, i.e. a state was found in
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Figure 2.2: Visualization of the general principle behind model checking [CGP00]

Figure 2.3: “Schematic view of the model-checking approach” [BK08, 8]
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System 2 that violates the specification of the allowed states by System 1, this state
is returned by the model checker as a counter-example.

In Baier & Katoen [BK08], a more detailed description of the model checking concept
is given, as shown in Figure 2.3. Hereby, the model checking approach is build on
the system as well as its requirements. The system therefore represents the ar-
tifact whose behavior should be verified using model checking. The requirements
specify the expectations on the behavior of the system that have to be verified. The
requirements are formalized by the property specification to be automat-
ically processed by a computer. The system is modelled by the system model. The
property specification and the system model can then be used to perform the
actual model checking. If the model checking component finds that all of the
requirements formalized by the property specification are satisfied by
the system model, it returns a positive checking result. If there is a property found in
the system model that violates a given property specification, a counterexample is
provided together with a negative checking result (violated). This counterexample
can then be used in a simulation on the system model to localize the error in the
system that caused the found violation of the requirements.

2.4.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Model Checking

Model checking is described as a successor of simulation techniques, that try to auto-
matically verify system functionality [BK08]. However, simulation is not intended to
actually verify whether a system works or not. Other techniques, such as software testing,
do usually not provide a complete verification of a system. They only find errors, but
cannot ensure the absence of errors. One benefit of model checking is that its result
tells whether the checked system works as required or whether a requirement is not
satisfied. Additionally, when the checker yields a negative result, a counterexample
is provided. According to Clarke et al. [CGP00], benefits also include automatization
potential of model checkers and the sufficiency of a partial specification. Disadvantages
mentioned by Baier & Katoen [BK08] are the susceptibility to decidability issues, the
missing guarantee of completeness, as both the stated requirements as well as the system
model are no full representations of the properties they stand for (the system under
test, as well as the requirements at the system). In addition, there is also the issue of
state explosion that makes it difficult to apply model checking to complex, real-world
software systems. It means that the number of possible states of the system to be verified
can grow tremendously with increasing complexity of the model describing the system.
For realistic models of complex systems, their verification using model checking can
become impossible. Both Clarke et al. [CGP00] and Baier & Katoen [BK08] mention
that applying model checking on models of modern software systems might lead to state
explosion and therefore makes it not possible for model checking tools to provide a result.
Clarke et al. [CGP00] therefore reason that the currently available processing power
might yield to unreasonable computation times, whereas Baier & Katoen [BK08, 15]
state that “the number of states needed to model the system accurately may easily exceed
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the amount of available computer memory”. There have been many attempts to provide
a solution or at least reduce the impact of this issue. Clarke et al. [CKNZ11] describe
the currently most successful techniques, such as symbolic model checking, Partial Order
Reduction, Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refinement and bounded model checking.
However, the authors state that state explosion “is likely to remain the main challenge
faced by model checking” [CKNZ11, 29].

2.5 Models@Runtime
Model checking, as described in Section 2.4, is used to verify the correctness of a software
system before it is actually deployed. However, Assmann et al. [AGJ+14] argue that in
current systems, this static verification is not enough to ensure the correct functioning
of a system at runtime. Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and Security-Critical Systems
(SCS) are mentioned as particular examples. Approaches involving models@runtime
try to overcome this challenge and improve the current state of verification and testing
techniques that rely solely on design time information. Im models@runtime, certain
aspects of the code of such systems are abstracted, maintaining runtime models of
themselves [AGJ+14]. Those abstract code representations allow to extract information
needed in a particular scenario, neglecting unnecessary details that might have a negative
impact on execution time [AGJ+14].

Models@runtime are mentioned in the scientific literature since 2006 [BFCA14]. Besides
an annual workshop that is held since 20068, several publications with the intention to
give an overview of the topic are published so far [BFCA14] [BBF09] [AZ10].

According to Assmann, the main usage scenario of models@runtime is to allow for
model checking at runtime to ensure safety assurance at runtime for adaptive systems
[AGJ+14]. Approaches that alredy are the runtime diagnosis procedure proposed by
Yu et al. [YTB+14], or the fine grained adaptation (FiGA) approach used by Cazzola
et al. [CRB+14]. Ayala et al. [AHAF16] use models@runtime to cope with dynamic
behavioral adaptations of IoT agents. Autili et al. [ADRI+14] claim that existing
approaches often assume that suitable models of software artifacts already exist, although
this is often not the case in practice. To tackle this challenge, Wolny et al. propose
techniques to automatically extract UML or SysML Sequence Diagrams from log data of
a running system [WMW19], or derive system states from running software [WMWH19].

In this thesis, the MDE techniques described in this chapter are applied in the context of
inconsistency detection between expected behavior of a system and its actual runtime
behavior.

8Website listing the Model@run.time workshops so far http://st.inf.tu-dresden.de/MRT/
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CHAPTER 3
Inconsistency Detection Based on

Models (IDBoM)

To find an answer to the research questions posed in this thesis, an artifact called the
Inconsistency Detection Based on Models (IDBOM) framework is developed. This section
is devoted to giving an overview of the proposed artifact. After a general description of
the proposed framework in Section 3.1, the required definitions are summarized in Section
3.1 and the taken assumptions are stated in Section 3.2. Based on the research questions
defined in Section 1.2, particular requirements of the IDBoM framework are derived in
Section 3.3. Based on these requirements, an architecture of the IDBoM framework is
proposed in Section 3.4.

3.1 Description of IDBoM
The Inconsistency Detection Based on Models (IDBOM) framework is proposed to provide
functionality for inconsistency checking to identify of inconsistencies between expected
behvaior of a system defined during design time and its actual behavior at runtime.
Design time thereby references the stages in the software development lifecycle before
a software system is deployed, whereas runtime references the stages in the software
development lifecycle after a software system is deployed. As a representation of design
time information, UML class diagrams and UML activity diagrams are used in IDBoM. As
a representation of design time information, UML sequence diagrams used. Information
contained in those diagram types is compared by the IDBoM framework to check for
inconsistencies. The result of this inconsistency checking process is returned to the user.
This result either yields an inconsistency, or the verification of the consistency between
actual and expected behavior. The checking process summarizes the tasks that have
to be carried out in order to perform inconsistency checking. In this process, a set of
consistency rules are executed to verify consistency between actual and expected behavior
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of a system. Consistency rules are executed on model information by interacting with
models. Model interactions thereby summarise tasks required to enable programmatically
interacting with models. Interaction thereby means retrieving, adapting and creating
information contained in a model. A prerequisite for model interactions is the automatic
processing of models, discussed in Section 2.2. This involves the following process.
(1) First, the model information must be exported from a modeling tool that is used
by a person creating the model as via a human-readable user interface. The model
must be exported in a machine-readable format. (2) The exported model must be
stored in a way that it can later be retrieved by a software program. (3) The model
persistence should support the co-existence of several models via model management
capabilities. (4) The stored models must be made code-accessible. (5) The particular
information that is involved with an action must be specified. As a prerequisite to
model interactions, required models have to be managed. Model management in this
context references the capability of a system to manage several models. This includes the
creation, adaptation, interaction with and deletion of models. To distinghuish between
the different models, model management also involves (i) the internal structure used for
representing each model and (ii) using identifiers to reference a particular model. One
focus of the IDBoM framework is the scalability of execution time of the implemented
checking process with respect to identified parameters. Execution time thereby references
the timespan that is required by a system to perform a particular task, and scalability
of execution time of x with respect to y measures the impact of parameter y on the
execution time of x. Another focus of the IDBoM framework is usability of model
interactions. A formal definition of usability is given by Shackel [Sha09, 2] as “the
capability in human functional terms to be used easily and effectively by the specified
range of users, given specified training and user support, to fulfill the specified range of
tasks, within the specified range of environmental scenarios.” In the context of automated
model interactions, the specified range of users are the developers implementing
use cases. The specified range of tasks is programmatically interacting with
models. For the specified range of environmental scenarios we assume
that users are familiar with a particular programming language, and have the technical
capabilities to i. For the specified training and user support, we suppose
that developers have to learn to understand tools themselves, with only the publicly
available tool documentation at hand, an no further training or support.

3.2 Assumptions of IDBoM
The IDBoM framework is based on the following assumptions:

• Availability of runtime information: information required from the running system
must be available in a format that is implied by the IDBoM. Therefore, this
information must be collected and converted into the required format.

• Availability of design time model description: models describing the expected
behavior of a system defined during design time must be available. More specifically,
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every aspect of a system that has to be included in the inconsistency checking must
be specified in the model.

• Conformance of design time models with required format: design time model
information must be available in the format implied by the IDBoM. Only information
that is available in the required format can be included in the checking process.

3.3 Requirements of IDBoM

In this section, a goal of the IDBoM framework is formulated for each research question.
Based on these goals, requirements are derived. Those requirements are used to validate
whether a particular artifact is sufficient to be used in the defined problem context, based
on evaluation results. Additionally, realization aspects of the IDBoM framework required
to evaluate particular requirements are derived. The mapping of research questions to
goals, requirements, and required realization is summarized in Figure 3.1.

Table 3.1: Overview of the identified requirements and required realization aspects

RQ Goal Requirement Required realization

RQ 1 Automation
Potential

Allow automated triggering of
the checking process

Allow code-accessible trigger-
ing of checking process

Automatically retrieve required
information after the checking
process is triggered

Programmatically access infor-
mation from design time mod-
els

Automatically calculate the
checking result

Automatically retrieve runtime
information from model

Allow for automated
processing of the checking
result

Implement consistency rules
Return checking result in a
machine-readable format

RQ 2 Usability of
model interac-
tions

Improved usability of model in-
teractions compared to existing
solutions

Implement measures to im-
prove usability of existing so-
lutions

RQ 3 Functionality of
checking process

Compare functionality to
executing test cases before
deployment

Implement consistency rules
Use and define common as-
sumptions on model input

RQ 4 Scalability of the
execution time of
the checking
process

Identify parameters that poten-
tially influence execution time
of the checking process
Formulate impact of identified
parameters on execution time
of the checking process
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3.3.1 Automation potential of IDBoM (RQ 1)

Goal: The goal of RQ1 is to identify automation potential of the proposed solution.
Therefore, steps that have to be automated must to be defined. For each identified step,
a requirement can be posed that describes whether the particular step can be automated
in the created artifact.

Requirements: The goal specified above can be split into the followingrequirements: (1)
Allow automated triggering of the checking process. (2) Automatically retrieve required
information after the checking process is triggered. (3) Automatically calculate the
checking result (4) Allow for automated processing of the checking result.

Required realization: The following functionality is required to achieve the stated
requirements. (1) Allow code-accessible triggering of the checking process. (2) Program-
matically access information from design time models. (3) Automatically retrieve runtime
information from system. (4) Implement a set of consistency rules. (5) Return the result
of the checking process in a machine-readable format.

3.3.2 Usability of model interactions in IDBoM (RQ 2)

Goal: The goal of RQ 2 is to find measures to overcome current limitations concerning
usability of model interactions. Therefore, (i) limitations of existing approaches and (ii)
potential measures to overcome these limitations have to be defined.

Requirements: The requirement imposed by this goal is the improved usability of the
implemented artifact compared to existing solutions.

Required realization: In order to improve usability of model interactions, particular
measures with the intention to improve usability must be implemented by IDBoM.

3.3.3 Functionality of the checking process in IDBoM (RQ 3)

Goal: For RQ 3, the cases covered by the checking process are compared to the
functionality of executing test cases before deployment of a system. The goal is to achieve
results that are comparable, or even better that executing test cases.

Requirements: As a requirement, the functionality covered by executing test cases
should also be covered by the created artifact.

Required realization: To enable covering inconsistency cases, consistency rules have
to be implemented by the IDBoM framework. To allow the verification of such rules on a
particular system, required information must be obtained from software models. To allow
the correct interpretation of such information by the IDBoM framework, (i) common
assumptions on such model input must be defined and (ii) those assumptions must be
used by the IDBoM framework to obtain information. As a summary, the following
functionality is requried by IDBoM: (1) Implement consistency rules. (2) Define and use
common assumptions on model input.
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3.3.4 Scalability of execution time of the checking process in IDBoM
(RQ 4)

Goal: RQ 4 aims at identifying the scalability of execution time of the proposed checking
process with respect to input parameters.

Requirements: The following requirements are identified to allow the identification of
the impact of certain parameters on execution time. (1) First, parameters that potentially
influence execution time of the implemented checking process. (2) In a next step, the
impact of the identified parameters of execution time of the implemented checking process
must be analyzed and formulated.

Required realization: As the current goal concerns execution time, no additional
functionality is required in order to meet the posed requirements.

3.4 Architecture of IDBoM

In Figure 3.1, the architecture required for implementing the IDBoM framework is
visualized. The interaction with the IDBoM framework based on this architecture is
described in detail in Section 3.4.1. Artifacts required to instantiate this architecture are
introduced in Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.1: Proposed architecture for enabling inconsistency checking based on the
required software artifacts.
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3.4.1 Interaction with IDBoM

To set up the system, Design Time Model Information needs to be entered into
the system. This data requires to conform to the common assumptions concerning
input data imposed by the IDBoM framework. Information can be entered into the
Service-Oriented Management and Querying of Models (SOMQM) component
via a machine-accessible model management interface. The SOMQM framework
offers a service-oriented implementation of the model management and model interaction
capabilities of the IDBoM framework. For an understanding of how interaction with the
SOMQM framework is achieved, the documentation can be consulted. After the ini-
tial setup is completed, the inconsistency checking interface of the Dynamic
Checking Service (DynCS) component can be used by the Software System
to be validated to regularly check for inconsistencies between runtime information
and the Design Time Model Information stored in the SOMQM component. The
DynCS offers a service-oriented implementation of the checking functionality of the
IDBoM framework. The checking process can be triggered by sending input data that
complies to the common assumptions concerning input data via the offered
inconsistency checking interface. The DynCS then executes conssitency rules
on the checking input that is automatically derived (i) from the input data, and (ii)
from the stored Design Time Model Information by sending model queries to
the model query interface of the SOMQM component. After the checking process
is terminated, the checking result is sent to the calling Software System to
be validated.

3.4.2 Required Artifacts

The following two artifacts are proposed for an instantiation of the IDBoM framework.

Dynamic Checking Service (DynCS): This artifact is intended to enable the finding
of inconsistencies in a software system based on models describing the expected behavior
of a system and models derived from the running system describing its actual behavior.
It makes use of the Service-Oriented Querying and Management of Models (SOMQM)
framework to retrieve information from models that is then compared with information
obtained from the running system. A detailed description of the implementation of the
DynCS is given in Section 4.1.

Service-Oriented Querying and Management of Models (SOMQM) frame-
work: This artifact provides model management and interaction capatilities with the
intention to solve the limitations of existing tools for programmaticaly interacting with
models concerning usability. The implementation of the SOMQM framework is described
in Section 4.3.
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CHAPTER 4
Implementation of IDBoM

This thesis examines to which extent models created during system design can provide
automation potential for finding inconsistencies in running software system between
actual and expected behavior. To enable inconsistency checking based on model infor-
mation, the IDBoM framework is proposed. In this chapter, the implementation of this
framework is described in detail. The implementation of the Dynamic Checking Service
(DynCS) that implements the required checking process is described in Section 4.1. For
programmatically interacting with models wihtin this process, measures are implemented
in the IDBoM framework to improve usability compared to existing solutions. These
measures are derived in Section 4.2. The identified measures are implemented in the
Service-Oriented Management and Querying of Models (SOMQM) framework that incap-
sulates model management and interaction capabilities within the IDBoM framework.
The implementation of the SOMQM framework is presented in Section 4.3. Limitations
of the described implementation of the IDBoM framework are summarized in Section 4.4.

4.1 Dynamic Checking Service

The Dynamic Checking Service (DynCS) is a webservice that enables checking for
inconsistencies between actual and expected behavior of a software system based on
model information. It can be seen as a model checker as described in Section 2.4. A
model checker expects a system and rules as an input. The system is then validated
by checking if all rules are satisfied. With respect to DynCS, the system is the runtime
information obtained from a software program, and this system is checked against rules
derived from design time information specified in software models. Instead of reusing an
existing model checking tool, such as the Spin model checker, the DynCS is implemented
as a standalone RESTful webservice using the Java programming language. This decision
is made for the following reasons. (1) Improved interoperability during runtime. REST
services are intended to be used by software during runtime. Traditional model checking
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software, however, is intended to be used on existing systems that are fed into the checker
at a whole. Therefore, a REST service is expected to provide improved interoperability
to systems. (2) Reduction of overhead for installing the service. Existing model checkers
often require different prerequisites to be installed together with the checker itself. A
Java implementation can be easily installed using maven, therefore only requiring a
current Java and Maven implementation to be present on the host machine. Once the
service is running on a remote machine, the service can be accessed by any system via
an internet connection. (3) Reduction of overhead for using the service. There are also
several assumptions on the input format that is accepted by a model checker. These
assumptions are necessary to derive information required for the checking process. Often,
these assumptions are written in languages tailored to the particular needs of the model
checker. However, as these languages are usually not used in other areas of programming,
specifying the required input can create a significant overhead for the user. Implementing
the checking process by hand in Java allows to directly access the model information
stored in the SOMQM service or passed as a parameter to the service method call. As
models are often already created during design time of a software system, and runtime
models can be automatically derived from outputs of the running system, the overhead
is minimized.

The source code of the implementation can be found on Github1. The remainder of this
section describes the implementation of the DynCS. In Section 4.1.1, the expected inputs
for the service are described. Consistency rule of the implemented checking process
are summarized in Section 4.1.2. In Section 4.1.3, a description is provided how the
information required by the implemented consistency rules is retrieved.

4.1.1 Expected Inputs

In order to retrieve checking results from DynCS, different kinds of inputs must be
provided. More specifically, the user has to specify runtime information representing
the actual behavior of the system after deployment, as well as design time information
representing the expected behavior of the system.

Supported diagram types: The following diagram types are supported by the DynCS
for the description of model content. UML Sequence Diagrams are supported for repre-
senting runtime information, as this diagram type describes behavior including references
to structural information (method calls and class names). For representing design time
requirements, UML Class Diagrams and UML Activity Diagrams are used. UML Activity
Diagrams are used to check whether a sequence of method calls (described by the UML
Sequence Diagram) is allowed according to the description of possible next method calls
for each action derived from the Activity Diagram. In other words, it is checked whether
the required process of the software system is violated or not. However, the UML Activity
diagram does not provide any information on which class is allowed to perform a specific
call. Therefore, the UML Class Diagram is used to check for each individual method call

1Code repository of the DynCS implementation: https://github.com/derlehner/dyncs
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whether this call is allowed (whether the calling object should actually have access to the
method it is calling or this method call is not allowed).

Expected model format: To enable consistency checking between the different dia-
gram types, contained information needs to be mapped between these supported types.
Therefore, the following assumptions on model inputs are proposed.

• The name of an action in the activity diagram that references a method call must
have the following format: class name.operation name() where class name must
correspond to the name of a class in the class diagram and operation name must
match to the name property of an operation of the respective class in the class
diagram. In general, actions can have an arbitrary name. If an action name does
not conform to the expected format for referencing a method call, it is ignored in
the validation process.

• Each node and action in the activity diagram must have a name that uniquely
identifies the corresponding entity within the whole diagram. The name of each
node element must end with a ? sign.

• Each lifeline in the sequence diagram must have a : in its name and conform to the
following format: object name:class name where object name corresponds to the
name of the lifeline at runtime (should be unique), and class name corresponds to
the name property of a class in the class diagram. The object name is optional.

• The name property of each call message (the first message of a synchronous call or
the message of an asynchronous call, but not the return message of a synchronous
call) in the sequence diagram must correspond to the name of a method contained
by the referenced class of the class name property of the lifeline receiving the call
message.

4.1.2 Consistency rules

Based on the supported diagram types and created assumptions, the service implements
rules to check the consistency of the actual runtime information against the expected
design time structure and behavior.

Static consistency rules: For verifying whether the static structure of the software
system defined in the UML Class Diagram at Design Time is not violated, the following
rules are implemented in the DynCS.

• Check for each lifeLine that the referenced class name exists as a class entity in the
class diagram.

• Check for each call message name that a corresponding operation exists with the
same name in the class diagram. The class that contains this operation must have
the same name as the class name referenced by the destination lifeline of this
message.
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• Check for each call message that the class referenced by the source lifeLine has
access to the class referenced by the destination lifeline based on the information
in the class diagram. One of the following reasons allows some class x access to
some class y.

1. X and y reference the same class (each class has access to its own parameters)
2. There is an explicit navigable connection from x to y or a superclass of y in

the class diagram.
3. X has access to a method (because of option 1 or 2 described above) that has

a return parameter of type y.

Dynamic consistency rules: For verifying whether the behavior of the running system
conforms to the expected behavior specified in the activity diagram, the following rules
are implemented in the DynCS.

• Check for each call message in the sequence diagram that it is referenced by a
method call action in the activity diagram.

• Check for each call message in the sequence diagram that the destination lifeline
is correct. Therefore, compare the class name of the destination lifeline with the
class name referenced by the according action in the activity diagram. They must
reference the same class.

• Check that the message sequence passed together with the diagram content conforms
to the process derived from the activity diagram. To check conformity, the following
procedure is applied.

1. The first call message in the passed sequence diagram is allowed to reference
any of the actions defined in the activity diagram. This first message serves
as the entry point into the process.

2. If the first call message conforms to any of the method calls referenced in the
activity diagram, the entities in the activity diagram are searched from this
first message on according to the process. Therefore, the action that is the
target of the relation that has the current action as source is searched. This
search routine is executed until either an action referencing a method call or a
node is found.

3. If the found entity is an action referencing a method call, the next call message
in the passed sequence diagram must reference this action.

4. If the found entity is a node, the node type determines the allowed next
actions. If the node is of type decision split, the allowed next action is any
of the outgoing actions of this node. If any of the outgoing actions does not
reference a method call, the procedure is continued recursively beginning from
the search routine described in step 2. A node of type decision join is ignored
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in this procedure. If the node is of type activity end, the allowed next action
is the first action in the activity diagram that references a method call. If the
node is of type fork, the allowed next actions are determined by executing the
procedure recursively beginning from the search routine described in step 2
for each of the outgoing relations of this node. For each outgoing path, the
procedure is continued until a node of type fork join or flow end is reached.
If a node of type fork join is found and there are no further paths open that
were started from the corresponding fork node, the allowed next action is
determined by continuing the procedure from the search routine described in
step 2, on from the outgoing relation of the node.

5. The next call message in the sequence diagram must reference any of the
allowed next actions. If this is the case, the procedure is continued recursively
beginning from the search procedure described in step 2 until the end of the
sequence diagram is reached.

4.1.3 Retrieving Model Information

To carry out the proposed consistency rules, the service needs to access the expected
input models. To pass necessary information to DynCS, the service offers an API method
called /validate/sequencediagram. All parameters to retrieve both runtime and design
time information are passed as parameters to this method.

Runtime information: For retrieving runtime information, the DynCS API method
called /validate/sequencediagram accepts an xmi file containing the model contents of
a UML Sequence Diagram. Model properties are retrieved from this content using the
MDT-UML2 framework. Lifelines are loaded as well as messages between those lifelines.
Messages also contain the information about their source and target lifeline. To allow for
a correct representation of the runtime behavior, the sequence of the derived messages
also has to be retrieved. As this information cannot be easily integrated into the XMI
schema as it is expected, an explicit message sequence has to be defined. Therefore, a
different method parameter is introduced into the /validate/sequencediagram method
of DynCS. This parameter is expected to contain a list of strings in json format. Each
list entry has to map to a message name as specified in the xmi file. The sequence of
the strings in the list represents the message sequence in the Sequence Diagram. A Java
object is loaded that represents the sequence diagram. The structure of this object is
visualized in Figure 4.1. The order of the message objects in the messages property is
thereby created according to the passed message sequence. The lifelines in the lifelines
property are in arbitrary order. This information is stored in-memory for each method
call.

Design time requirements: As a representation of expected behavior and structure of
the system to be verified, information is retrieved from SOMQM. Therefore, a SOMQM
project id needs to be specified as a method parameter of the /validate/sequencediagram
method of DynCS. The service uses this project id to query relevant information from
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SequenceDiagram

Message

- name:String
- type:MessageType

0..*

LifeLine

- objectName: String
- className: String

0..* messages

0..* lifeLines

source destination
1 1

<<enumeration>>
MessageType

- SYNC_CALL
- ASYNC_CALL
- SYNC_RESPONSE
- SELF_EXECUTION

Figure 4.1: Class Diagram showing the internal representation of a sequence diagram by
DynCS.

SOMQM during the checking process. More precisely, the following information is
required during the checking process:

• Get the id of the class model and the id of the activity model for the passed project
id to perform generic queries on those models.

• Check whether the class model contains a class with a particular name. Therefore,
all entities of the class model are loaded from SOMQM. For each of the returned
entities, the name is checked.

• Check whether a particular operation is part of a particular class. Therefore, the
corresponding class is queried from class model of SOMQM. After that, a check
has to be done whether returned result contains the particular operation.

• Get all super classes of the class with name x. Therefore, all relations of type
ClassModelInterfaceRealizationRelation or ClassModelGeneralizationRelation that
have the class with name x as a source are searched. For each of the returned
relations, the target class is added to the intended result set.

• Check if any operation in the class model has a return type of a particular name.
Therefore, all operations are loaded from the class model in SOMQM. For each of
the returned operations, the name of the return type is checked.

• Get the class that contains a particular operation. Therefore, the classes are queried
from the class model, with an appropriate filter on the operation name.
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• Check if class with name x has a navigable relation to class y (or any of its
superclasses). Therefore, all relations are queried from SOMQM that have class x
either as source or as target. If a relation is found that is navigable in the according
direction, the check is successful.

• Get the next entity for a particular node

• Check whether a particular entity is either a node or an action. Therefore, two
queries are necessary. Query 1 searches for all actions with the name of the
particular entity. Query 2 searches for all nodes with the name of the particular
entity. If Query 1 returns a non-empty result, the searched entity is an action. If
Query 2 returns a non-empty result, the searched entity is a node.

• Get the start node of the activity model. Therefore, the explicit service method
returning the initial state of an activity model is called with the activity model id.

4.2 Usability of Model Interactions

4.2.1 Measuring usability

Based on the definition of usability of model interactions posed in Section 3.1, parameters
for measuring usability of tools implementing model interactions are derived in the current
section, using a method proposed by Shackel [Sha09]. To measure usability, usability
parameters can be specified based on defined usability objectives [Sha09]. Good usability
in the context of implementing use cases for reusing model information means that it
is easy and efficient for a user to accomplish the required tasks using the specified tool.
We assume that in the current context, for a user (i.e. a developer implementing use
cases for reusing model information), it is easy and effective to use a tool if usage takes
him minimal effort with respect to invested time and cognitive energy. Based on this
assumption, the following three objectives are proposed for usability of automated model
interactions: (i) minimal time effort for using the tool (ii) minimal effort for creating
model content (iii) minimal effort for understanding how to interact with models. Based
on these objectives, the following parameters are derived for measuring and analyzing
usability of different tools:

• The minimal time effort for using the tool is impacted by the following
parameters:

– The required setup for accessing model content considerably impacts the time
required to use a tool. One example for an increase in required setup time
is if there are several dependencies required in order to use a particular tool.
Those depencencies have to be manually added to a software project before
being able to use the demanded tool. Required dependencies also have to be
constantly maintained and updated when an implemented use case is deployed.
All of the mentioned tasks take time that a developer has to invest.
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– Capabilities for managing several models reduce the time effort for using a
tool. Without model management capabilities, each model has to be program-
matically loaded into the tool. But usually, use cases for model interactions
intend to interact with several models. How those models are distinguished
and accessed therefore has to be implemented by the developer, which can
take a considerable amount of time.

– Availability of up-to-date documentation. For using a tool, a developer requires
to have documentation at hand that describes the current state of implemen-
tation. The time required to find such documentation also impacts the time
effort for using the tool. This is of particular relevance if a tool used by the
developer is under active development. If a developer has to do extensive
search for current documentation each time an update is performed, this may
take considerable time. Therefore, documentation should also explicitly state
for which version of a tool it is designed.

• The minimal learning effort for creating model content is impacted by the
following parameters:

– Capabilities for managing several models reduce the learning effort for creating
model content. When there is a clear structure how several models can be
stored, and how their content can be later referenced and accessed, it is easier
to learn how to work with this structure.

– The requirements on model input also define how much learning effort it takes
to understand how model content can be created to be accepted by a tool.

• The minimal learning effort for understanding how to interact with
model content is impacted by the following parameters:

– The abstraction level allows to define the level of detail that a user interacts
with a tool. The higher the abstraction level, the less information is presented
to the user. The less information is presented, the easier it is for a developer
to understand what needs to be done in order to interact with model content.

– The number of supported programming languages directly impacts the learning
effort required to understand interaction with a tool. The less probable it is
that a developer understands a programming language that is required to be
used, the more difficult it is to understand what needs to be done to perform
particular actions.

– Extensiveness of documentations. The more extensive a tool is documented,
the easier it is for a developer to understand its usage.

4.2.2 Limitations of existing solutions

Based on the usability parameters identified in Section 4.2.1, the usability of tools
providing automated model interactions can be analyzed. During an analysis of the tools
presented in Section 2.2, the following limitations arised:
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• Low requirements on model input for XMI. As the XMI standard aims to
support a very wide range of modeling languages, and also combining information
of models as well as potentially several diagrams in one file, there is very loose and
general standardization on how such files should actually look like. While allowing
for a wide area of applications for the XMI standard, this fact limits the common
understanding on how a XMI file has to look like. This aspect reduces usability
because of an increased effort for creating model content.

• Low abstraction level of XMI. The XMI standard provides information how
files containing model content must be structured. However, the abstraction level
on this file level is in general very low. This aspect reduces usability by increasing
the learning effort required for understanding how to interact with model content
within a software program.

• Only one programming language supported by MDT-UML. The MDT-
UML framework builds an additional layer on top of the existing XMI standard.
Although this additional layer provides improvement concerning the above men-
tioned limitations of XMI, there are also some more limitations involved with the
MDT-UML framework. One limitation is that the framework is currently only
available for the Java programming language. This reduces usability, as the time
effort required for developers that are not familiar with this particular programming
language increases.

• Setup required by MDT-UML. Another aspect of MDT-UML that limits
is usability is the required setup. In order to use the framework within a java
project, several dependencies must be imported. Those dependencies also have to
be consistently maintained and updated for a running project. This aspect reduces
usability by increasing the time required to use MDT-UML.

• Limited documentation. For the MDT-UML tool, there is an extensive doc-
umentation available in the form of online tutorials available via static websites.
However, these tutorials are currently only available for UML class diagrams. For
other types of diagrams, there is an automatically generated Javadoc file available
on the internet. This documentation provides some basic information about in-
teraction possibilities, but gives no information about intended usage. All of the
mentioned information must be searched on the internet, as it cannot be accessed
from the framework itself. Those aspects provide limitations to both the availability
of up-to-date information and the extensiveness of documentation. For the XMI
standard, there is an extensive syntactical definition of required model content
in the standard definition document. This document is also available in different
versions. The documentation of file interaction depends on the particular framework
used for accessing XMI files.

• No model management capabilities. Both analyzed tools do not offer capa-
bilites for the management of several models, which reduces usability by increasing
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both the time necessary to use the respective tool and the effort required to create
model content.

4.2.3 Measures to improve usability

Based on the limitations identified in Section 4.2.2, the following measures are proposed
to improve usability of model interactions compared to existing tools.

• Using a service-oriented approach: The implementation of model interactions
as a webservice allows to (i) reduce the number of tasks required for setup (ii)
increase abstraction level (ii) enable wide program language support, as interaction
with webservices is supported by most programming languages.

• Combining querying and management of models: Existing tools currently
do not provide an interface for managing several models. Therefore, including model
management into query functionality can improve usability of model interactions
by reducing the time effort to (i) create model content or (ii) use the tool.

• Automating generation of documentation: Automatically deriving docu-
mentation from code makes it easier to create (i) extensive and (ii) up-to-date
documentation.

4.3 Service-Oriented Management and Querying of
Models

The Service-Oriented Management and Querying of Models (SOMQM) framework is a
service-oriented implementation with the aim of providing automatic processing of model
information with a focus on usability. The source code of the implementation can be
found on Github2. An extensive guide on how to setup and run the implemented service
can be found in the Readme.md file accompanied with the source code. In this section, the
implementation of the created solution is described. In Section 4.3.1, definitions required
to use the implementation are summarized. Section 4.3.2 describes the architecture of the
implementation. In Section 4.3.3, the offered functionality of the framework is presented.

4.3.1 Expected Inputs of the SOMQM Implementation

In this section, the structure of the inputs required by the implementation of the SOMQM
framework in order to enable the management of several models within one SOMQM
instance are described. To understand the semantics behind individual components of
this structure, some definitions are required.

Definitions: The following definitions are used in the implementation of the SOMQM
framework.

2Code Repository of the SOMQM implementation: https://github.com/derlehner/somqm
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• A project contains information on a particular issue (like a software artifact, or a
software project). This information may be split across several models that are
contained by this project.

• A model is a logical grouping of properties of an issue. It specifies a specific “view”
on the created project. It can be compared to the concept of diagrams in UML.

– The content of a model contains the actual properties of the model.
– The model type further specifies the allowed properties of an element and how

they are structured. It defines the particular view of a specific model such
as, e.g., a class diagram view. Depending on the type of a model, different
properties can be retrieved from it.

• Generic queries are used to enable querying general aspects without regarding the
particular model type of a model. They solely consider the generic properties of
a model. Those properties are expected to be present for each model, regardless
of its type. Each model is expected to consist of entities that are connected via
relations. Packages may contain either entities or other packages.

• Type-Specific queries allow to retrieve information that can only be retrieved from
a particular model type. Compared to generic queries, they also provide more
enhanced filtering options to further define the scope of a query.

A visualization of the mentioned concepts is given in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Structural overview of the SOMQM framework.

Model Management Structure: Figure 4.2 implies the following structure required for
managing models in SOMQM. A project consists of a project id that uniquely identifies
this project within the running SOMQM instance, a name and a description. Each
model may consist of up to one model for each of the supported model types. The
model element itself consists of a model id that uniquely identifies a model within the
running SOMQM instance, a reference to the project id, a name, a description and a
content. The model content is a byte array derived from the xmi file passed to the
service that contains the actual information of the model. In this proof of concept
implementation of the SOMQM framework, the following model types are supported: (1)
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Class Models containing information form UML Class Diagrams defining the structure
of a software system. (2) Activity Models containing information from UML Activity
Diagrams specifying the process that a particular software is intended to carry out. (3)
State Machine Models containing information from UML State Machine Diagrams further
enhancing the process information from the Activity Models with information about
possible states that the software can be in. The model content is passed to the service
via a file in the XMI format. In order for a model to be accepted by the framework and
accessible via service queries, a particular model format is expected from the passed
file. The expected model format for each type can be retrieved by analyzing the example
models that are provided in the code repository together with the source code.

4.3.2 Architecture of the SOMQM implementation

The SOMQM framework consists of a three-tier architecture, visualized in Figure 4.3. This
architecture is implemented in Java using the Spring-Boot framework3. The Interface
Layer offers several REST APIs for interacting with the framework. There are currently
three distinct APIs implemented in SOMQM. The Project Management API handles
the management of projects. The Model Management API handles the management of
models and their content. The Query API allows to query information from a particular
model. For accessing the actual business logic of the framework, the Service Layer
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Figure 4.3: Architectural overview of the SOMQM framework.

is invoked by the individual APIs. This layer consists of six different services. The
Project service allows to search, create, update and delete projects. The Model
service implements functionality for searching, creating, updating and deleting models.
The Query service implements the functionality for executing queries on model
content. The Query result aggregation service Aggregates query results from
the Query service. The Model validation service allows to load, validate and

3https://spring.io/projects/spring-boot
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check the consistency of models. The Model extractor service Searches for and
extracts information from models for queries.

For persisting and loading information on available projects and models, the individual
services make use of the Persistence Layer. This layer contains a H2 database4 that
stores information in a structured way. The database thereby consists of two tables. The
Project table contains the id, name and description as well as the DateTime property that
the project was created and the DateTime property that the project was last updated
for each project. The UMLModel table contains the model id, project id, model type,
name and description as well as the DateTime property that the model was created and
the DateTime property that the model was last changed on for each model as well as
the model content. For interacting with the persistence layer, the Java Persistence API
(JPA) is used to create an object-oriented representation of the database.

4.3.3 Capabilities of the SOMQM framework

The capabilities of the implemented SOMQM framework include (1) the management of
models and (2) querying model content.

Management capabilities: In order to start managing model information, projects
have to be created via the Project Management API. Updating or searching for projects
can also be achieved using the according methods of this service. After at least one
project is created, a model can be created using the Model Management API. Therefore,
metadata like the according project id, a name and a description has to be passed to the
according service method. After the model is created, the actual content in form of an
XMI file can be be added via an additional service method. After this method is invoked,
the passed model content is validated, the model type is derived from this content and if
both these steps are successful, the content as well as the model type is added to the
model in the database. The Model service also offers methods for updating metadata
and content as well as searching for models.

Querying capabilities: After a project with at least one model containing valid content
is loaded, model content can be queried via the Query API using the model id and
project id returned by the service when creating the according entities. The intention of
those queries is to retrieve information from the stored queries based on a user-defined
scope. Therefore each query support to filter the expected result set based on regular
expressions. Additionally, most methods also allow for aggregations of the result set to
be returned instead of the individual entities. Currently, only the count aggregation is
implemented in SOMQM, returning the number of entities within the result set of a query.
The following queries allow to retrieve information from model content in SOMQM:
Generic queries return information from the generic properties of a model based on its id.

• Get the whole tree of the model with the given id; Filter for the regex of the name
of the source entity or the name of the target entity

4Website of the H2 database project: https://www.h2database.com/
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• Get all relations of the model with the given id; Filter for the regex of the name of
the source entity or the name of the target entity

• Get all entities of the model with the given id; Filter for the regex of the Package
name or the entity name

• Get all packages of the model with the given id; Filter for the regex of the Package
name

Type-specific queries return structural or behavioral information based on the model with
a particular model type within a project. The correct model is thereby identified based
on the supported model type as well as the project id.

• Get all operations in class diagram of the project with the given id.

• Get all attributes in class diagram of the project with the given id.

• Get all actions in activity diagram of the project with the given id.

• Get all activities in activity diagram of the project with the given id.

• Get all nodes in activity diagram of the project with the given id.

• Get all states in activity diagram of the project with the given id.

• Get all function calls in activity diagram of the project with the given id.

• Get the first found initial state of either an activity diagram or a state machine
diagram. If the given model id does not refer to a model of one of those types, an
error message is returned.

• Get the first found final state of either an activity diagram or a state machine
diagram. If the given model id does not refer to a model of one of those types, an
error message is returned.

The query result of the according service method is returned in JSON format in a
structure documented with Swagger.

4.4 Limitations of the Provided Implementation
The following limitations are found in the implementation of the IDBoM framework
described in this chapter.

• Supported diagram types The checking rules currently make use of information
limited to UML Activity diagrams and UML Class diagrams for representing
design time requirements of a system. However, including further diagram types
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might provide additional potential for finding inconsistencies. The currently used
diagram types are all taken from UML, because this language can be used to
describe software on a sufficient level of detail for the intended functionality of the
implemented service. UML Object Diagrams are yet not supported, as the contained
information of those diagrams can usually be derived from UML Class Diagrams.
UML Component Diagrams, UML Package Diagrams and UML Composite Structure
Diagrams are not yet supported for describing requirements, because they only
describe information contained in class diagrams on a more abstract level. UML
Deployment Diagrams are yet not supported, because the correct deployment of a
software system is not validated as a goal of this thesis. UML Use Case Diagrams
are yet not supported, because they describe information on a very conceptional
level. Therefore, it is difficult to find a representation of the contained information
during runtime. UML Sequence Diagrams are yet not supported, because it usually
gets very complex to sufficiently describe complex scenarios. Therefore, sequence
diagrams are usually only used to describe smaller sequences instead of whole
processes within a software system. In the context of this thesis, all of the relevant
information contained in a sequence diagram can be derived the activity diagram
and the dlass diagram. UML Communications Diagrams are yet not supported,
because it does not allow for modeling parallelity or sequence orders. In the
context of this thesis, there is also no additional relevant information that could be
derived from a communication diagram that is not already contained in the activity
diagram. UML Interaction Overview Diagrams are yet not supported, because
they only describe information already contained in activity diagrams on a more
abstract level. UML Timing Diagrams are yet not supported, because timing is
explicitly not considered in this thesis. Besides timing constraints, all information
contained in timing diagrams can also be derived from activity diagrams as they
are used in the context of this thesis. UML State Machine Diagrams are yet not
supported, because in the context of this thesis, they can be seen as more complex
activity diagrams. Actions contained in activity diagrams can be compared to
transitions in state machine diagrams. Besides introducing the additional concept of
states, state machine diagrams distinguish between transitions within a state, and
transitions from one state to another. Although this increased complexity might
improve expressibility compared to activity diagrams, no additional information
concerning the allowed sequences of method calls can be introduced. However, if
the runtime verification approach presented in this thesis is intended to be used
beyond verifying method call sequences, this diagram type might be a suitable
candidate for describing design time information. UML Profile Diagrams are yet
not supported, because UML profiles are not supported by both the SOMQM and
the DynCS service.

• Request logging. Currently, runtime information is stored in-memory for each
call of the checking process. Logging this information to an external storage makes
allows reproducing call traces and visualizing runtime information. Additionally
logging the outcome of a checking process can help identifying the source of a found
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inconsistency, by comparing runtime traces yielding a positive checking result with
those that produce an inconsistency. However, logging is currently not supported
by the DynCS.

• Restrictions on activity diagrams. Activity diagrams stored in the SOMQM
are currently required to contain the whole process that has to be validated. In
other words, all variations of possible messages must be described in the diagram.
If an unknown message or message sequence is received in a sequence diagram, the
corresponding runtime information is considered as inconsistent to the design time
information. However, these restrictions make it more difficult to create an activity
diagram that can be used for inconsistency checking. Adaptations to diagrams
already existing for a particular software system might be necessary.
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CHAPTER 5
Evaluation

In this chapter, the evaluation of the proposed framework is presented in order to answer
the research questions from Section 1.2. Section 5.1 checks whether the implementation
meets the required fucntionality and analyzes evaluation tasks necessary to validate
requirements. In Section 5.2, the automation potential and the functionality of the
IDBoM-Framework is demonstrated using the demonstration scenario of an autonomously
driving car. Section 5.3 evaluates the usability of model interactions and the scalability of
execution time of the implemented checking process with respect to identified parameters.
The collected data is used to discuss the answer to the research questions in Section 5.4.

5.1 Validation

In Section 3.3 requirements and required realization of the IDBoM framework are discussed.
Those requirements must be met by an instantiation of the artifact to allow answering the
posed research questions. In this section, it is checked to which extent those requirements
are fulfilled by the implementation described in Chapter 4. As a prerequisite, required
realization must be covered by the created istantiation. As validation, required realization
is mapped to an implemented software artifact and the respective part of this artifact
that enables the fulfillment of the requirement. This mapping is summarized in Table 5.1.
The fulfillment of posed requirements is validated by mapping each requirement to an
evaluation task that is performed in order to evaluate the particular requirement. This
mapping is summarized in Table 5.2.

5.1.1 Validation of required realization

The code-accessible triggering of the checking process is allowed by the serivce-oriented
implementation of DynCS. The process is triggered by programmatically calling the
corresponding method in the implemented webservice.
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Table 5.1: Mapping of required realization to implementation details of the corresponding
artifact.
RQ Goal Required realization Artifact Implementation

RQ 1 Automation
potential

Allow code-accessible trig-
gering of checking process

DynCS Service-oriented imple-
mentation

Programmatically access
information from design
time models

DynCS SOMQM framework

Automatically retrieve
runtime information from
model

DynCS Parameters of service
method

Implement consistency
rules

DynCS Rule definition and im-
plementation

Return checking result in
a machine-readable format

DynCS Service-orientation

RQ 2 Usability of
model inter-
actions

Implement measures to im-
prove usability of existing
solutions

SOMQM Service-orientation;
querying + man-
agement; automate
documentation

RQ 3 Functionality
of checking
process

Implement consistency
rules

DynCS Rule definition and im-
plementation

Use and define common as-
sumptions on model input

DynCS Definition of syntax
and semantics of ac-
cepted model inputs

Programmatically accessing information from design time models is enabled by implement-
ing the SOMQM framework and using it within DynCS. More specifically, the SOMQM
service is used to retrieve information from design time models required in the checking
process, based on identifiers that are passed to the DynCS when triggering the checking
process.

Automatically retrieving runtime information is enabled by passing required information
as parameters of the service method that triggers the checking process.

The consistency rules implemented in DynCS are described in Section 4.1.2.

For returning the checking result in a machine-readable format, the service-oriented
implementation of DynCS enables to define the response type as either json or xml
serialized. Both formats are machine-readable.

The following measures to improve usability of existing solutions providing model interac-
tions are implemented in the instantiation of SOMQM: (1) The artifact is implemented as
a webservice. (2) Functionality of SOMQM integrated querying and management capa-
bilities. (3) A documentation of the implemented webservice is automatically generated
on deployment for the deployed version.
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The common assumptions on model input are defined by syntactically and semantically
defining the accepted input models in Section 4.1.1 and also implementing these definitions
in DynCS.

5.1.2 Validation of requirements

Table 5.2: Mapping of requirements to evaluation tasks.

RQ Goal Requirement Evaluation

RQ 1 Automation
potential

Allow automated triggering of the
checking process

Demonstration
case

Automatically retrieve required in-
formation after the checking process
is triggered

Demonstration
case

Automatically calculate the check-
ing result

Demonstration
case

Allow for automated processing of
the checking result

Demonstration
case

RQ 2 Usability of
model interac-
tions

Improved usability of model interac-
tions compared to existing solutions

Static usability
analysis

RQ 3 Functionality of
checking process

Compare functionality to executing
test cases before deployment

Demonstration
case

RQ 4 Scalability of
execution time of
the checking
process

Identify parameters that potentially
influence execution time of the
checking process

Static analysis

Formulate imact of identified param-
eters on execution time of the check-
ing process

Simulation exper-
iment

To verify the requirements corresponding to the automation potential for the created
instantiation, a demonstration case is used. The automated triggering of the checking
process, automated retrieving of required information after the checking process is triggered,
automated calculation of the checking result and the automated processing of the checking
result is demonstrated using this demonstration case. The execution and results of the
corresponding evaluation task are described in Section 5.2.2.

To verify the improved usability of model interactions compared to existing solutions, a
static usability analysis is performed on the created instantiation, as well as two existing
solutions. The aim of this analysis is to compare usability of the three solutions. A
summary of the results and a description of the execution of the corresponding evaluation
task are given in Section 5.3.1.

For a comparison of the functionality of the artifact compared to executing test cases
before deployment, a demonstration case is again used. More specifically, functional test
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cases are derived from the demonstration case and executed on the created instantiation
of IDBoM. Additional cases that cannot be expressed as functional test cases are checked
using static analysis. Obtained results are compared to executing test cases before
deployment using static analysis. A description of this evaluation task is given in Section
5.2.3.

The parameters that potentially influence execution time of the checking process are
identified by statically analyzing the input of the instantiated IDBoM framework. The
results are summarized in Section 5.3.2

The formulation of the impact of identified parameters on execution time of the checking
process, a simulation experiment is conducted on the created artifact instantiation. A
detailed description of the execution and results of the corresponding evalualuation task
is given is Section 5.3.3.

5.2 Demonstration
The demonstration of the IDBoM framework shows the applicability of the approach
based on a particular scenario. The used scenario is described in Section 5.2.1. Based
on this scenario, the automation potential of the IDBoM framework is demonstrated in
Section 5.2.2 and the functionality is demonstrated and compared to executing software
tests before deployment in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.1 Autonomously driving car scenario

A demonstration scenario is created based on the use case of an autonomously driving
car. More specifically, a potential high-level logic for the car to drive to a destination
entered by a user is described. Driving in this context involves (i) the adaptation of
speed according to speed limits and obstacles, (ii) steering across the given road and (iii)
the handling of traffic lights.

An activity diagram representing the overall process is created. In this overall process,
the required route must be entered in a first step by (i) starting the navigation service,
(ii) entering the destination and (iii) calculating the route to the entered destination.
From this point on, no further user interaction is required. The car starts driving by
starting its motor. Until the destination is reached, the following three procedures are
executed in parallel. Procedure 1: steering. the car continously steers to (i) stay on the
street (ii) navigate to the entered destination. Procedure 2: speed management. The
speed of the car is continuously adapted to its context. The desired speed is calculated
based on two parameters, namely the currenty speed limit and detected obstacles. The
speed limit determines the maximum speed. However, if an obstacle is detected, the speed
must be adapted to the speed of this obstacle to avoid a crash. After the desired speed is
calculated, it is compared to the current speed. If the current speed is too fast, the brake
is used to reduce speed. If the current speed is too low, the accellerator is used to increase
speed. This procedure is followed until the destination is reached. If the destination is
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reached, the motor is stopped and the overall procedure is stopped. Procedure 3: traffic
object management. The above mentioned procedure might be interrupted at any time
by a traffic object. Therefore, in a third procedure, the street is continuously monitored
for traffic objects. If a treffic object is detected, the handling of this object is invoked,
depending on the object type. In this example, only the handling logic for traffic lights is
described. In this logic, the color of the graffic light is obtained in a first step. If this
color is green, no further action is taken. If the color is yellow or red, (i) the distance
between the car and the traffic light is calculated and (ii) the speed is reduced to an
extent that the car stops in front of the traffic light until its color turns green.

As a representation of relevant structural information, a class diagram is created.
In this class diagram, the CarSystem is represented as an entity consisting of a
CarHandler responsible for controlling driving behavior. This CarHandler has ac-
cess to a NavigationService, a TrafficObjectLocatorService that identifies
TrafficObjects, an ObstacleDetector that identifies Obstacles. More specifi-
cally, the available car components are a Brake, Motor, Accelerator and the Wheel
of the car. Additionally, the Route object obtained from the NavigationService is
stored in the CarHandler.

A visualization of the created diagrams is given in Appendix A.

5.2.2 Automation Potential

Based on the scenario described in Section 5.2.1, the automation potential of the IDBoM
framework is demonstrated. For each step, the automation potential and required
prerequisites for carrying it out are described. After this in-depth analysis, the fulfillment
of the required preconditions is demonstrated. The intent of this demonstration is to show
the steps that can be automated using the IDBoM framework, and required prerequisites
for this automation.

1. Trigger checking process: In a first step, the checking process is initiated. There-
fore, the runtime data collected by the runing system needs to be passed to the IDBoM
framework. Automation Potential: The service-orientation of the implemented DynCS
allows the access of provided functionality by the running system. Sending the required
information automatically triggers the checking process. Prerequisites: The following
prerequisites must be satisfied to perform the current task. (1) An instance of the
DynCS must be running. (2) The running system must have the technical capabilities to
communicate with a webservice via http. (3) The running system must know how to
locate the running instance of the DynCS (i.e. by knowing its url).

2. Retrieve reqired information: To start checking for inconsistencies between actual
and expected behavior, the required data representing actual behavior and expected
behavior must be retrieved. The actual behavior is retrieved from the data passed to
the DynCS by the running system in step 1. The expected behavior is retrieved from
the design time model information stored in a SOMQM instance. Automation Potential:
The service-orientation of the SOMQM instance allows full automation of retrieving data
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representing expected behavior. As the data representing actual behavior is already
entered into the system in step 1, deriving this information is also fully automated.
Prerequisites: The following prerequisites must be satisfied to perform the current task.
(1) An instance of the SOMQM framework must be running. (2) Design time model
information must already be entered into the running SOMQM instance by a user.
(3) The running DynCS instance knows how to locate the running instance of SOMQM
(i.e. by knowing its url).

3. Calculate checkig result: Based on the data retrieved in step 2, the procedure
for finding inconsistencies is executed. If an insonsistency is found, the checking result
is negative. If no inconsistency can be found in the given data, the checking result is
positive. Automation Potential: No interaction by an external system or user is required
in this step. Therefore, full automation is possible. Prerequisites: To perform the current
task, no further prerequisites are necessary.

4. Processing of checking result: The result of the checking process is automatically
returned by the DynCS instance to the running system in a machine-readable format.
Due to its machine-readable format, the returned result can be automatically processed by
the running system to adapt behavior or notify the driver in case of a negative checking
result. Automation Potential: Full automation of this step is possible. Due to the
service-orientation of the DynCS, the result can be automatically returned to the running
system. The machine-readable format of the returned response enables automation of
the processing by the running system. Prerequisites: To perform the current task, no
further prerequisites are necessary.

Demonstration fulfillment of prerequisites: In order to perform the above stated
tasks in a real-world scenario, prerequisites are required. Once these prerequisites are
fulfilled, all other tasks involved in the process can be automated. The following procedure
describes an example how these prerequisites can be met. (1) Start an instance of the
SOMQM framework on a virtual machine accessible via the world wide web. The url of
this instance can be used to access the running SOMQM instance via the world wide web.
(2) Enter model information into SOMQM. The design time model information required
by the checking process must be available in the already created SOMQM instance.
Information can be entered by accessing the model management API of the SOMQM
instance via its url. (3) Enter location of design time information into DynCS. In order
for the Dynamic Checking Service to retrieve required design time model information,
the location must be avaiable. Therefore, the project id obtained when entering the
model information into SOMQM, as well as the url of the SOMQM instance where model
information was saved must be added to the code base of DynCS. (4) Start an instance
of the DynCS on a virtual machine accessible via the world wide web. The url of this
instance can be used to access the running DynCS instance via the world wide web.
(5) Enter location of DynCs into the running system. In order for the running system to
regularly send runtime information to be checked, the location of the running DynCS
instance must be available. Therefore, the url of the DynCS instance started in step (4)
must be added to the code base of the running system.
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5.2.3 Functionality of the IDBoM framework

To demonstrate the functionality of the IDBoM framework compared to executing coded
software tests on a system, the following procedure is followed. (1) Functional test
cases are derived from the demonstration scenario introduced in Section 5.2.1 (2) The
test cases are executed on the created software artifact. (3) It is analyzed to which
extent the test cases created in step (1) are also covered by traditional software testing
approaches. (4) Cases that yield additional potential for inconsistencies, but cannot be
expressed as functional test cases, are derived from the demonstration scenario introduced
in Section 5.2.1. (5) The coverage of these additional cases by the IDBoM framework
and software test execution is described using static analysis of the two approaches. The
results of this demonstration are described in this section.

Functional test cases: Based on the demonstration scenario described in Section 5.2.1,
21 test cases are derived. From the respective class diagram, test cases covering unallowed
method calls are identified. From the respective activity diagram, test cases concerning
alternative executions paths, parallel execution paths and linear method call sequences are
identified. The results for analyzing the test cases that are covered by the implementation
of the IDBoM framework are summarized in Table 5.3. It is analyzed to which extent
these test cases can also be covered by testing based on executing coded tests that do
not require deployment of the whole software system.

Table 5.3: Comparison of functionality for functional test
cases.

ID Description expected
outcome

covered by
IDBoM

covered by
testing

1 trying to access operation with private access
(according to CD)

NOK yes yes

2 Object from class X calls operation of class
Y. Relation between class X and class Y.

OK yes yes

3 operation is called on an object of a non-
existing class

NOK yes yes

4 Object calls operation of an object that was
before retrieved from another method call

OK yes yes

5 object from class X calls operation of class Y.
No relation or return type reference between
class X and Y

NOK yes yes

6 two of the incoming paths of a decision join
are triggered in sequential order

NOK yes yes

7 outgoing action of decision join is triggered
after incoming action

OK yes yes

8 outgoing action of decision join is triggered
after incoming action (different than in tc 7)

OK yes yes
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9 two of the outgoing paths of a decision node
are triggered in sequential order

NOK yes yes

10 outgoing action of decision join is triggered
after incoming action

OK yes yes

11 outgoing action of decision (different than in
tc 10) join is triggered after incoming action

OK yes yes

12 all outgoing actions of a fork node are trig-
gered after one incoming action is triggered

OK yes yes

13 all outgoing actions of a fork node are trig-
gered (in different order than in tc 12) after
one incoming action is triggered

OK yes yes

14 trigger several actions of one possible outgo-
ing execution path of a fork node

OK yes yes

15 trigger several actions of several different out-
going execution path of a fork node

OK yes yes

16 trigger an action from another possible exe-
cution path after flow end is reached

OK yes yes

17 trigger the first action after the initial node
after flow end is reached

OK yes yes

18 trigger the first action after the initial node
after activity end node is reached

OK yes yes

19 trigger any other action than the first after
the initial node after activity end node is
reached

OK yes yes

20 trigger outgoing action of action x after x is
triggered (no nodes in between)

OK yes yes

21 trigger an invalid sequence of actions (with
no nodes in between)

OK yes yes

Unallowed method calls covered by test case 1 to test case 5 are checked based
on information derived from the class diagram. When implementing a closed system,
the compiler usually takes care of these cases. If an object attempts to call a method it
does not have access to, the code cannot be compiled. However, in a distributed system,
where communication between entities is realized via external protocols like http, this
information is no longer accessible by the compiler. This behavior can still be verified
using coded tests by accessing two different software services and trying to access a
method from service a by using service b although this method call is not allowed. To
ensure correctness of the whole behavior, this needs to be done for each method available
in the software system.

Alternative execution paths are covered by test cases 6 to 11. They are represented
as desicion nodes in activity diagrams. This behavior can be tested by writing a distinct
test case for each of the possible paths. Although this is possible, the required number of
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test cases increases fast. This can lead to a state where it is not possible to carry out all
required test cases due to infeasible execution times of test cases.

Parallel execution paths are considered by handling fork nodes covered in test cases
12 to 15 together with flow end nodes covered in test cases 16 and 17. Par-
allelism is difficult to be simulated in test cases because simulation of real parallelism
requires to run on test case involving several clients, which increases complexity of setting
up and carrying out test cases. One way of verifying parallel behavior is by writing a
distinct test case for each possible message sequence. As not only positive test cases
can be considered, all possible incorrect message sequences should be handled as well to
ensure complete validation of the system. This can easily lead to an amount of test cases
that is not efficient to be implemented and maintained.

Activity end nodes covered by test cases 18 and 19 represent a particular message
sequence. The last method call before an activity end node is reached can only be
followed by the first method call after the initial node of the activity diagram. This can
be tested statically by creating a test cases for this particular sequence.

The correct sequence of linear method calls is tested by test case 20 and test
case 21. This behavior can be implemented with static test cases by simply calling the
respective methods in the required sequence.

Table 5.4: Comparison of functionality for statically analyzed cases.

ID Description expected
outcome

covered by
IDBoM

covered by
testing

22 different software versions NOK yes limited
23 runtime constraints NOK no limited

Additional cases: The results of the functional test cases yielded that although the
number of test cases may increase to an amount that cannot be executed within a feasible
amount of time or is not efficient to be implemented and maintained, all of the checking
cases considered by IDBoM could also be represented by executing coded test cases
before deploying a software increment. However, there are also scenarios that introduce
potential for inconsistencies, but those scenarios cannot be expressed using functional
test cases. For the used demonstration scenario, two corresponding cases are identified.
Below, the fulfillment of those cases by the implemented IDBoM framework and executing
test cases is described. The results are also summarized in Table 5.4. Test case 22
summarizes inconsistencies based on limited compatibility of functionality in different
version numbers. As software is developed and released incrementally, different versions
of software artifacts are usually available. Usually, service functionality is accessed by
client software with varying version numbers, especially in a distributed system that can
be accessed by a large variety of users on different clients. As the IDBoM framework
checks behavior based on system traces, independent on actual functionality or version
number of a system, this case are covered by design. For fully testing this behavior with
coded tests, implementation for the cases described in Table 5.3 needs to be created for
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each combination of version numbers when independently developed artifacts interact
with each other. Although this setting can already make execution of test cases infeasible
easily, it can even become impossible if only the current version of a software artifact
is available. This might be the case if a software artifact is developed by an external
provider that only allows to retrieve the newest version. Although only the most recent
version is available for installation, older versions might be used by customers that haven’t
upgraded their software.

Test case 23 describes runtime constraints that might have to be fulfilled by par-
ticular message sequences. Runtime constraints restrict the maximum execution time
of particular functionality. Verifying whether these constraints are violated is currently
not supported by the IDBoM framework. Coded tests usually provide functionality for
validating execution times. However, even if runtime constraints are checked before
deployment by coded tests, permanent fulfillment is not guaranteed. Issues like reduced
connection strength between interacting components or failure of system parts can reduce
overall system performance, which limits the applicability of testing for checking runtime
constraints.

5.3 Evaluation
The evaluation of the created IDBoM framework is used to provide information about (i)
usability of model interactions and (ii) the scalability of the checking process with respect
to identified parameters. The usability of model interactions is evaluated in Section 5.3.1.
The identificaiton of potential parameters that might influence execution time of the
implemetented checking process is given in Section 5.3.2. The impact of the identified
parameters on the execution time is analyzed in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Usability of model interactions

To compare usability of the IDBoM framework with existing solutions, the parameters
influencing usability defined in Section 4.2.1 are assessed on three options. In option
XMI model files stored using the XMI standard are used. Assessment of this option is
based on information obtained from the official standard documentation file. In option
MDT-UML, the MDT-UML tool is used on top of XMI files. Usability is assessed based
on tool documentation found online as well as experience gathered during this thesis.
Option SOMQM involves model interactions using the SOMQM service implemented in
this thesis. Assessment of the SOMQM service is based on the information described in
Section 4.3. Based on this assessment, the three options are ranked for each parameter.
In Figure 5.5, these rankings are summarized. The ranks are made based on the following
assessment:
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Table 5.5: Ranking of usability between XMI, MDT-UML and SOMQM, for each
parameter.

Parameter XMI MDT-UML SOMQM
Required setup for accessing model content ~ - +
Prerequisites on programming language + - +
Capabilities for managing several models - - +
Abstraction level - ~ +
Requirements on model input - ~ ~
Documentation ~ - ~

+ Highest ranking option for this parameter
~ Second highest ranking option for this parameter
- Lowest ranking option for this parameter

Required setup for accessing model content: For using models based on the XMI
standard, the dependencies of the used language for file handling have to be imported. As
this functionality is often pre-installed in programming languages, setup is quite easy. The
more complex task is to define a structure where xmi files containing model content have
to be located in order to be correctly identified by the software program. This challenge
also has to be solved for MDT-UML. Additionally, the MDT-UML framework has to
be imported into the software project. For accessing model content via the SOMQM
framework, (i) a SOMQM instance must run and be accessible via an identifier (e.g.
a url) and (ii) model content has to be entered into the framework via the respective
service interfaces. After that, model content can be accessed via the respective service
methods via http calls. Based on this description, SOMQM is ranked first, XMI second
and MDT-UML third for the current parameter.

Prerequisites on programming language: The implementation of the MDT-UML
framework can only be accessed by the Java programming language. Therefore, the
MDT-UML framework is ranked third for this parameter. As XMI stores model content
in files, accessing this content requires the programming language to support accessing
files. The implementation of the SOMQM framework as a REST service requires the
programming language to support sending and receiving http messages for interaction
with the respective service methods. Both file access and http message exchange is
implemented by most modern programming languages. Assuming that the number
of supported programming languages is equal for both mentioned aspects, XMI and
SOMQM are ranked first for the current parameter.

Capabilities for managing several models: Wheras both MDT-UML and XMI do
not have built-in features for managing several models, this is explicitly supported by the
SOMQM framework via its model and project management API. Stored models can be
later accessed via a unique identifier, and several models can also be grouped to projects.
This makes SOMQM rank best for this parameter. As the parameter is not fulfilled at
all by XMI and MDT-UML, the ranking worst parameter satisfaction is given to both
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solutions.

Abstraction level: Using XMI means operating on a file level, directly accessing
file contents. The developer is required to ensure that content is correctly read and
interpreted, providing no additional abstraction capabilities. This funcitonality makes
XMI rank worst for the current parameter. The MDT-UML framework automatically
converts the content of an input file into Java objects. Interaction with the model is then
based on these objects. Object-level interaction provides additional abstraction compared
to file-level interaction. However, knowledge of available objects and their structure is
still required. This makes MDT-UML rank second best for the current parameter. In
the SOMQM framework, interaction with model content is based on http calls to the
respective service methods. A request is sent, specifying requirements on the expected
result, and the result is retrieved from the model content and sent back to the caller.
Any further implementation details are hidden from the user. This provides further
abstraction capabilities compared to MDT-UML, making SOMQM rank best for the
current parameter.

Requirements on model input: As the XMI standard definition intends to support
various types of models, it imposes only very generic requirements on the structure of
model files. The MDT-UML on the other side gives a very detailed description of how
file content has to be structured. However, this description is currently only available for
UML class diagrams. This means that for other diagram types of the supported UML
language, required structure is not defined. For the SOMQM framework, the structure
required is imposed by the query results of the respective model type. The structure
of the query results, that is documented, describes how model content is represented
internally. In order to enable creating query results from model content, the model input
has to be mapped to this structure of query results. This implicitly imposes requirements
on model content. However, the precise mapping has to be defined for each model type.
This description implies the following ranking. SOMQM is ranked best for the current
parameter, MDT-UML is ranked second best and XMI is ranked worst.

Documentation: For XMI, the standard documentation file provides the main source
of documentation concerning requirements on model or file content. How model content
can be accessed from an xmi file depends on the file interaction framework used in a
particular case, and the documentation of this particular framework. For MDT-UML,
the published Javadoc file describes the structure of the latest version of the framework.
A more detailed documentation is available in the form of tutorials. However tutorials
describe functionality based on the example of UML Class Diagrams, but do not give
interpretation of functionality for other diagram types. For the SOMQM framework,
Swagger is used for documentation. This tool enables automatic generation of up to
date documentation on deployment. Based on this description, the following ranking is
obtained. SOMQM is ranked best for the current parameter, XMI is ranked second best
and MDT-UML is ranked worst.
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5.3.2 Parameters influencing execution time

This section discusses parameters that might influence execution time of the proposed
checking process. Execution time usually varies based on the passed input. In the IDBoM
framework, design time model information and runtime model information is passed as
input. For each of the supported diagram types described in Section 4.1.1, parameters
are discussed based on the information that is used within the checking process. The
used information can be derived from the consistency rules described in Section 4.1.2
and the model retrieving procedure described in Section 4.1.3.

Class diagram: The SOMQM framework is invoked to (i) retrieve a list of available
classes, (ii) search for associations between those classes or (iii) search for operations
contained in classes. Therefore, varying the number of classes, varying the number of
associations or varying the number of operations might lead to varying execution time
for searching the corresponding information.

Activity diagram: From this diagram, (i) available actions as well as (ii) their relation
based on information flow edges and nodes are retrieved. As the number of associations
is derived from the number of actions and the number of parallel execution paths in
the diagram, this variable can be seen as a constant that is calculated from other input
parameters. Therefore, it cannot be considered as a distinct parameter. Varying the
number of actions might have an impact on the execution time for retrieving a list of
available actions as well as further information on a particular action. Varying the
number of decision nodes should not have a considerable impact on execution time, as
only the possible way of information flow is impacted by these node types. Neither the
size nor the complexity of the diagram is influenced and thus, these parameters are not
considered. But varying the number of parallel execution paths based on fork nodes
might influence execution time of the checking process, as all of the created paths have
to be checked simultaneously.

Sequence diagram: In the sequence diagram, lifelines are connected via messages in a
particular order. Messages are checked in sequential order based on information contained
in the message name as well as in the source and destination lifelines. As those lifelines
are only metainformation of a particular message, the number of lifelines should not have
an impact on execution time. The number of messages should impact execution time,
because the checking process is executed for each message individually. The sequence of
the messages should in general not have a significant impact on execution time, as size or
complexity of the diagram are not changed. However, execution time could be influenced
if the number of needed parallel execution paths is influenced by the message sequence.
As analyzing this parameter involves a complex test setup where input information is
difficult to be generated automatically, it is not considered in the context of this thesis.

5.3.3 Scalability of execution time of the checking process

The impact of the identified parameters is evaluated in a simultion experiment performed
on the created artifact instantiation of the IDBoM framework. Required models for
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executing the tests are created by implementing an algorithm that creates models of
type activity diagram, class diagram and sequence diagram in the required format. The
algorithm accepts the following input parameters: (1) For class diagrams, (i) the number
of classes, (ii) the number of associations as well as (iii) the number of operations is
entered. (2) For activity diagrams, (i) the number of actions and (ii) the number of
parallel execution paths is entered. (3) For sequence diagrams, the number of messages
is entered. Based on these input parameters, xmi files containing model information are
created, using generic names for identifiers and equally distributing associations between
available classes, operations between available classes and messages between available
lifelines. In the activity diagram, an information flow is created by creating information
flow edges between a created action and the next created action. As the purpose of this
evaluation is to analyze the scalability of maximum execution time for each parameter,
only cases with a positive checking result are considered. The implemented inconsistency
checking procedure carries out the defined consistency rules for each message in the
passed sequence diagram. It is only interrupted if an inconsistency is found. This implies
that a negative checking result takes less time than a positive checking result, as only a
part of the passed messages are checked.

Table 5.6: Simulation setting

Name of simula-
tion setting

# cl. # assoc. # ops. # act. # msgs.

CD
Vary classes 5-50 50 50 50 50
Vary associations 50 5-50 50 50 50
Vary operations 50 50 5-50 5-50 50

AD Vary actions 50 50 50 5-50 50
SD Vary messages 50 50 50 50 5-50

Simulation setting: In Table 5.6, the evaluation setting is summarized. For each of the
considered parameters, a simulation setting is created where the considered parameter is
varied, while fixing all of the other parameters. Only in the setting where the number
of operations are varied, actions are varied as well. This is necessary because based on
the assumptions summarized in Section 4.1.1, one operation can only be referenced once
within a particular model. This implies that the number of actions referencing a method
call cannot be larger than the number of available operations in the class diagram. For
each simulation setting, the checking process is carried out by storing required models
in SOMQM and calling the respective method in DynCS for triggering the checking
process. The time between sending the information and receiving a response is measured
and analyzed. Each simulation setting is executed ten times without interruption to
reduce the impact of random outliers. The first three simulation runs for each setting are
excluded from the analysis, as they might be influenced by the startup of the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM). This leaves seven runs for each simulation setting. The simulation is
executed on a personal computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700 CPU with a timing
3.6 GHz and 16 GB RAM memory. Both the SOMQM and the DynCS service were
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running on this machine.

Analysis of results: For analyzing the results of the simulation runs, the following
procedure is used for each simulation setting: (1) A boxplot is drawn for the execution
time of each value over the seven simulation runs. In the resulting figure, the boxplots for
all parameter values of the particular setting are combined. This visualizaiton is used to
(a) check the plausibility of the obtained results and (b) get a first impression on whether
there is an observable impact on execution time. (2) Two regression lines are calculated
for each setting, describing the relationship between the size of the current parameter
and the measured execution time. The first regression line uses two coefficients, one
representing the slope (i.e. the linear impact of the parameter value on execution time)
and one representing the intercept (i.e. the execution time if the parameter value equals
zero). In the second regression line, an additional coefficient is introduced, representing
the squared slope (i.e. the exponential impact of the parameter value on execution time).
(3) The parameters of the regression lines are analyzed to come up with a formulation of
the impact of the particular parameter on the execution time of the checking process
implemented in the created IDBoM instantiation. The two regression lines are compared
based on their Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) value. The line with the lower RMSE
line is chosen as appropriate representative of the underlying data. If RMSE is the same
for both regression lines, the less complex alternative (i.e. the regression line with 2
coefficients) is chosen. The slope of the cosen regression alternative is used to describe
the impact of the current regression line on the value of execution time.

Table 5.7: Formulation of a representative regression line for each simulation setting,
based on a comparison of RMSE value of regression lines with 2 and 3 coefficients.

Simulation
setting

RMSE of regr.
line with 2 coef.

RMSE of regr.
line with 3 coef.

Representative
regr. line

Vary actions 0.3 0.3 0.02*x
Vary classes 0.34 0.34 0.02*x
Vary messages 0.62 0.62 0.14*x
Vary operations 0.29 0.29 0.01*x
Vary associations 0.27 0.27 0.003*x

For varying the number of classes (simulation setting vary classes), the following analysis
results can be obtained. In the boxplots shown in Figure 5.1, a trend of increasing
execution time with increasing the number of classes is visible. This trend is also
supported by the regression lines drawn in Figure 5.1. The attributes of the resulting
regression lines are analyzed based on the data summarized in Table 5.7. As the RMSE
value is equal for both regression variants, the option with two coefficients is chosen. The
slope of the chosen regression line is 0.27 ∗ x. Based on this analysis, the impact of the
number of classes on execution time can be identified as 0.02 ∗ x, where x is the number
of classes in the class diagram.
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of simulation runs for varying number of classes

An analysis of the simulation setting vary associations yields the following results. There
is no particular impact on execution time observable in the boxplots shown in Figure 5.2.
This statement is supported by the regression lines drawn in Figure 5.2. The attributes
of the regression lines summarized in Table 5.7 show that RMSE value is equal for both
regression variants. Therefore, the option with two coefficients is chosen. The slope of
the chosen regression line is 0.003 ∗ x. Based on this analysis, it is identified that there is
only a neglectable impact on execution time by the number of associations in the class
diagram, compared to other tested parameters.

Figure 5.2: Visualization of simulation runs for varying number of associations

For the simulation setting vary operations, the analysis yields the following. A slight and
instable increase in execution time with increasing parameter value is observable in the
boxplots shown in Figure 5.3. The regression lines visualized in Figure 5.3 show that
there is indeed a positive impact on execution time with an increasing parameter value.
Further analysis of the attributes of the resulting regression lines, which are summarized
in Table 5.7 leads to the following conclusion. As RMSE is equal of the calculated
regressions, the option with two coefficients is chosen. The slope of the chosen regression
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line is 0.01 ∗ x. This implies that the impact of the number of operations on execution
time is 0.01 ∗ x, where x is the number of operations in the class diagram.

Figure 5.3: Visualization of simulation runs for varying number of operations

For varying the number of actions (simulation setting vary actions), the following analysis
results are obtained. In the boxplots shown in Figure 5.4, a positive correlation between
parameter value and execution is observable. The regression lines drawn in Figure 5.4
support this statement. The attributes of the calculated regression lines are summarized
in Table 5.7. As RMSE is equal for both regression lines, the variant including two
coefficients is chosen. The slope of the chosen regression line is 0.02 ∗ x. This analysis
yields that the impact of the number of actions on execution time is 0.02 ∗ x, where x is
the number of actions in the activity diagram.

Figure 5.4: Visualization of simulation runs for varying number of actions

The analysis of the simulation setting vary messages, yields the following results. In the
boxplots shown in Figure 5.5, there is a clear increase in execution time observable with
an increasing parameter value. This trend is supported by the regression lines drawn in
Figure 5.5. The analysis of the attributes of the regression lines summarized in Table 5.7
shows that RMSE is equal for both regression variants. Therefore, the option with two
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coefficients is chosen. The slope of the chosen regression line is 0.14 ∗ x. Based on this
analysis, the impact of the number of messages on execution time is identified as 0.14 ∗ x,
where x is the number of messages in the sequence diagram.

Figure 5.5: Visualization of simulation runs for varying number of messages

5.4 Discussion
In Chapter 1, four research questions are stated. In this section, an answer to each of
these questions is given, based on the data obtained from the software artifact created in
this thesis.

RQ1: To what extent can existing models of a software system be used to
automize runtime verification of the dynamic behavior of the described sys-
tem?

The demonstration of the automation potential described in Section 5.2.2 yields the fol-
lowing results. The following steps can be automated in the proposed IDBoM framework:

1. Triggering the checking process by the running system.

2. Retrieving the information required to perform the checking process.

3. Calculating the checking result.

4. Processing the checking result, both by the IDBoM framework and the running
system.

To enable full automation of the above-mentioned tasks, the following prerequisites
must be met. (1) Start an instance of the SOMQM framework. Enter design time
model information into the running SOMQM instance. (3) Enter location of design time
information into DynCS. (4) Start an instance of the Dynamic Checking Service. (4)
Enter the location of the DynCS instance into the running system.
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RQ2: What are current limitations of automatically processing model infor-
mation concerning usability, and what are measures to improve usability?

The usability analysis of the IDBoM framework shows that compared to existing solutions,
usability is best in the IDBoM framework for all defined parameters. To analyze limitations
of current solutions, the XMI file standard and the MDT-UML project are used in this
thesis. Usability in this context is defined as that it takes minimal effort for a developer
who is familiar with a particular programming language to programmatically interact
with models when implementing a software, given no additional training or support.
Based on this definition, parameters are identified to allow an analysis of usability. A
static analysis of usability for XMI and MDT-UML yields the following limitations.

1. Loose requirements on model input in XMI.

2. Limited abstraction capabilities of XMI.

3. Only one programming language supported by MDT-UML.

4. Setup required for MDT-UML2

5. Limited documentation of MDT-UML2.

6. No model management capabilities for both XMI and MDT-UML2

Based on the identified limitations, the following measures are taken to improve usability
of existing solutions. (1) An additional abstraction layer, on top of the MDT-UML2 tool
is created. This layer is implemented as a RESTful webservice to (i) reduce required
setup tasks, (ii) increase interopability with programming languages, and (iii) provide a
higher level of abstraction for model interactions. (2) The implementation is enriched
with a project and model management API. (3) Swagger is used to provide automatically
generated and udpated documentation of how how to interact with the implemented
webservice. This documentation is automatically generated when building the project
and deployed to the same server as the referenced version of the implementation. As the
usability of the implemented solution is best for all of the defined parameters, it is shown
that these measures can be used to improve usability of current solutions.

RQ3: Which kind of defects can be found by an approach that reuses de-
sign time model information for the verification of runtime system behavior,
compared to executing test cases before deployment?

The results of the functionality demonstration in Section 5.2.3 show that the IDBoM
framework covers 22 of the 23 test cases identified based on the used demonstration
scenario. Only the checking for inconsistencies concerning expected and actual execution
times are currently not supported by the implementation. With executing software test
cases before deploying a system, 21 of the 23 identified test cases can be fully covered.
The remaining two cases can be covered with limitations. The limitation for identifying
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inconsistencies between different version numbers used in running systems is that old
software versions may not be available for running test cases. The main limitation
concerning inconsistencies between expected and actual exectuion times is that test cases
are executed in a different environment than the running system. This environment
can have a considerable impact on execution times (e.g. due to an unavailable internet
connection).

The main part of the demonstration cases consisted of functional test cases concerning
(1) unallowed method calls and (2) incorrect message sequences, with particular regard to
(2a) alternative execution paths and (2b) parallel execution paths. All of those cases are
covered by both IDBoM and software test cases. Although it is shown that all of those
cases can also be covered by executing test cases before deployment, the demonstration
yielded that the number of test cases required can easily explode to a degree that is not
feasible to execute in a reasonable amount of time.

RQ4: What are parameters that influence the performance of a system that
uses runtime models for verification of a system concerning the different
input models?

Based on the implementation of the DynCS described in Section 4.1, parameters are
derived in Section 5.3.2. The number of classes in the class diagram, the number of
associations in the class diagram, the number of operations in the class diagram, the
number of actions in the activity diagram and the number of messages in the sequence
diagram are identified as parameters that potentially influence execution time of the
inconsistency checking procedure. The analysis of these parameters in a simulation
experiment described in Section 5.3.3 shows the following results. Increasing the number
of classes and varying the number of operations do not significantly impact execution
time. Increasing the number of operations together with the number of actions even
yielded a negative impact on execution time compared to solely varying the number of
actions. There is a positive correlation found between execution time and the number
of associations, actions and messages. For all three parameters, the relative increase in
execution time relative was still lower than the increase in the value of the parameter.
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CHAPTER 6
Related Work

In this thesis, two software artifacts are developed, namely the DynCS and the SOMQM
framework. This chapter compares the results discussed in Chapter 5 to related approaches
found in the literature. More precisely, it is analyzed to which extent related work
satisfies the requirements imposed on the software artifacts, compared to the proposed
implementation. For finding related work, a structured search procedure is carried out.
This search procedure is described in more detail in Section 6.1. For inconsistency
checking, approaches found by carrying out the respective search procedure are described
and compared to the DynCS implementation in Section 6.2. For automatic processing
of model information, found results are summarized and compared to the SOMQM
implementation in Section 6.3.

6.1 Search Procedure
To allow a well-founded comparison of the results of this thesis with existing literature, a
structured and extensive search for related work is required. More precisely, the following
procedure is followed: (1) Formulate your research question. (2) Establish a pilot. (3)
Choose appropriate search keywords. (4) Conduct the search and collect studies. (5)
Select relevant studies. (6) Analyze primary studies. (7) Report on the results. The
individual steps are taken from the Systematic Literature Review proposed by Kithenham
et al. [KBB+09]. In the remainder of this section, a description of the actions performed
in this thesis for each of the stated meta-steps is given.

(1) Formulate your research question: The aim of this search procedure is to find work
related to the two artifacts developed in this thesis. Therefore, research questions have
to be oriented on the characteristics of those artifacts.

The main purpose of the DynCS is inconsistency checking. In the context of this thesis,
this can also be compared to runtime monitoring and runtime verification. All these
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approaches should be based on model information. Additionally, consistency rules between
UML model types are used within the DynCS. The following corresponding research
question is formulated: Search Research Question 1: What are solutions for inconsistency
checking, runtime monitoring or runtime verification that use model information, in
particular by exploiting capabilities of UML?

For the SOMQM framework, the main characteristic is usability of automatically process-
ing model information. Therefore, querying model content is required to access model
information. Additionally, model management is necessary to enable querying the content
of the required model. The following corresponding research question is formulated:
Search Research Question 2: What are solutions for managing models or querying model
content?

(2) Establish a pilot: Based on the formulated research question, pilot searches are
performed using the literature databases of IEEE 1, Springer 2 and Elsevier 3. For finding
further results that may not be published in one of those publisher-specific databases,
the DBLP4 search database is also included.

(3) Choose appropriate search keywords: Based on the posed research question and
refinements obtained from pilot searches, relevant search keywords are derived. Those
keywords are entered into the chosen literature databases.

(4) Select relevant studies: Relevant studies are selected by the following criteria: (1) The
title is required to contain keywords indicating a reference to one of the posed research
questions (2) The abstract contains at least one sentence that is related to one of the
research question. (3) The content must allow for a comparison to the work performed
in the thesis.

(5) Analyze primary studies: The results in the found primary studies are compared to
the results obtained in this thesis. Further information about particular tools mentioned
in primary studies is obtained from the Google Search Engine.

(6) Report on the results: The results are reported in the current chapter of the thesis.
More specifically, a general description and a comparison to the respective part of the
IDBoM framework is provided for each found approach.

6.2 Inconsistency Checking based on Model Information
In this section, approaches for inconsistency checking based on model information
found in the literature are described and compared to DynCS. First, model-based

1URL for querying the IEEE Xplore search engine: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/
home.jsp

2URL for querying the Springer Link search engine: https://link.springer.com/
advanced-search

3URL for querying the ScienceDirect search engine: https://www.sciencedirect.com/search/
advanced

4Website of the DBLP Literature Database: https://dblp.uni-trier.de/
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monitoring approaches are described in Section 6.2.1. In Section 6.2.2, test case based
verification is presented. The different approaches are compared to DynCS based on
(1) the provided automation potential, with respect to (i) automated triggering of
the process, (ii) automated retrieving of required information from pre-existing data,
(iii) automated calculation of the result, and (iv) automated processing of the result,
(2) the functionality of the checking process, and (3) scalability of execution time of the
implemented checking process.

6.2.1 Model-based runtime monitoring

There are several runtime monitoring approaches with the aim to find inconsistencies
between a model-based definition of a system and its actual behavior.

An approach to monitor requirements defined in an explicitly developed specification
language against events retrieved from monitoring data from nodes of a distributed system
is developed by Liu & Wang [LW11]. Analysis of automation potential: In [LW11], the
automated triggering of the monitoring processes is available by the design of the system,
as runtime data is continuously monitored during system runtime. Automated retrieving
of required information from pre-existing information is not possible, as requirements
must be specified in a distinct language (called the Mega Monitoring Requirement
Language) that cannot be used for other purposes. Automated calculation of the result
is achieved by verifying monitoring data from the running system against the specified
requirements. Although the service-oriented implementation of the monitoring logic
would allow automated processing of results by the monitored system, the proposed
framework currently does not provide such functionality. Analysis of functionality: The
developed language [LW11] allows the description of requirements concerning (i) resource
consumption, (ii) the invocation of functions as well as parameters passed to those
functions, (iii) creation and killing of threads as well as (iv) creation of and changes to
variables during system execution.

Búr et al. [BSVV20] execute graph queries over a distributed runtime model conforming
to a domain-specific language developed for this purpose. The overall model is distributed
between the nodes of a system. Each system maintains its part of the overall model.
This model is then monitored by a central monitoring unit, based on queries defined
in VIATRA Query Language (VQL). Analysis of automation potential: In [BSVV20],
the automated triggering of the monitoring processes is available by the design of the
system, as runtime data is continuously monitored during system runtime. Functionailty
for automated retrieving of required information from pre-existing is not available, as
requirements must be specified using queries that cannot be reused for other purposes.
Automated calculation of the result is achieved by evaluating the specified queries on
the provided runtime model. Analysis of functionality: The used runtime model allows
for the representation of (i) objects that can be created or deleted, (ii) attributes of an
object whose value can be updated and (iii) references between different objects that
can be either added or deleted during runtime. Monitored properties must be specified
using graph queries over those entities. Although those graph queries allow for a wide
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expressibility, the monitored runtime information does not allow to detect most cases
covered by DynCS. As the execution of operations within the monitored system cannot
be monitored, cases that involve wrong execution sequences are not possible. Analysis of
scalability with respect to execution time: Although the proposed framework is evaluated
with respect to its scalability to increasing model sizes, results are not comparable to
those achieved in this thesis, as the cases covered by the underlying process are different
to a very large extent, as described above.

The Lotus@Runtime tool5 proposed by Barbosa et al. [BLMC17] monitors execution
traces to create a probabilistic Model@Run.Time that is continuously updated based on
execution data. Runtime checks are performed based on specified reachability properties.
A property thereby does not correspond to a particular language, but consists of attributes
that link a source state with a target state. Additionally, a logical condition to be satisfied
is defined as well as the expected probability value of a property. The model containing
reachability properties for a particular software sytem is defined the Lotus6 tool. Analysis
of automation potential: In [BLMC17], the automated triggering of the monitoring
processes is available by the design of the system, as runtime data is continuously
monitored during system runtime. Required information can be automatically retrieved
from the specified reachability properties. However, those properties must be manually
specified in the Lotus tool before execution. The monitoring result is automatically
calculated from the runtime checks performed on the monitored execution traces. The
automated processing of results is possible for any system that is subscribed to the
NotifierComponent of the running Lotus@Runtime instance. Analysis of functionality:
The probabilistic definition of properties to be verified on a continuously growing amount
of runtime data is a contrary approach to the one followed in this thesis. The intention
of the method implemented in the Lotus@Runtime tool is to verify a model of a running
system that represents historical execution traces over a long period of time, whereas
DynCS continuously checks for small traces of historical (near-realtime) data, with the
intention of full verification.

A generic, adaptive monitoring approach with the aim of reducing overhead of runtime
monitoring in resource consumption is proposed by Brand & Giese [BG19]. Results
for different query execution techniques and monitoring strategies are compared. To
enable monitoring, queries are executed on runtime models. Analysis of automation
potential and functionality: For the provided implementation, a particular metamodel
as well as a distinct query language is developed. As the found literature provides
a description of the used formalisms on a very high level, the used approach cannot
be examined concerning its range of application scenarios or automation potential. It
can only be argued that as there are no standard languages used, information cannot
be derived automatically from existing sources. Analysis of scalability wit respect to
execution time An extensive analysis of the scalability with respect to execution times is
given. Therefore, the number of phenomena occurrences (comparable to messages in the

5Lotus@Runtime source code: https://github.com/davimonteiro/lotus-runtime
6Lotus source code: https://github.com/lotus-tool/lotus-tool
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sequence diagram) and the runtime model size (comparable to the number of lifelines
combined with the number of messages in the sequence diagram) determined by the
number of system tenants and the length of the period under consideration is varied.
Results show that in the optimal configuration cases, monitoring time grows linearly
with increasing runtime model size and period under consideration and is independent of
the number of phenomena occurences.

Pezzé & Wuttke [PW16] propose the use of property templates to enable reusability
when defining requirements for runtime monitoring. Property templates are implemented
using a UML profile and a code generator. A new template can be introduced by
defining it using the formalisms of the defined UML profile and creating a template
for code generation. When using the tool, two prerequisites have to be fulfilled. The
specification of requirements have to be made based on existing property templates
and the monitoring system has to be generated based on the created specification and
the code generation templates. Analysis of automation potential: An evaluation shows
that the generated runtime monitors can be applied to software systems with only little
further configuration necessary. After this configuration, the monitoring of the system
can be automatically triggered, required information can be automatically retrieved
from the predefined property specifications and the running system that is enriched by
automatically generated code, and the monitoring results can be automatically calculated.
Analysis of functionality: Whereas DynCS checks for inconsistencies based on existing
UML diagrams, property templates allow for user-definable additions to existing UML
functionality. Although the latter means that information to be monitored must be
manually specified both on a meta-level (definition of property template) and on an
instance level (definition of property) before monitoring, the approach is applicable to a
wider range of cases than the method used in DynCS.

Comparison to DynCS: Automation potential: Individual steps can also be automated
by found approaches. However, an explicitly developed language is usually used to provide
required information, which does not allow to automatically derive such information from
pre-existing models, as enabled by DynCS. Functionality: Although approaches such
as [PW16] and [LW11] allow for a wider range of application than DynCS, in general,
not all cases covered by DynCS are covered by found approaches. Scalability of execution
times: The results obtained by Brand & Giese [BG19] also indicate that execution
time grows linearly or is independent of tested parameters. For other approaches, no
information regarding execution times that is comparable to the results obtained in this
thesis are found.

6.2.2 Test case based system verification

The following approaches use test cases to verify a particular system.

Al-Refai et al. [ARGC16] improve the application of test cases before system deployment
by model-based test selection for regression testing before adapting software. The number
of test cases applied on an adapted software increment is reduced by reflecting on software
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changes on a model level. Thereby, only test cases that consider parts of the system that
are impacted by an adaptation are selected. Test cases that (i) cannot be executed on the
changed model or (ii) do not include changed model aspects are excluded. Although it is
shown that intelligent test selection can reduce the number of test cases needed for fault
detection, which could reduce the impact of state explosion, inconsistencies introduced
after deployment are not considered by this approach [ARGC16]. Analysis of automation
potential: In [ARGC16], test case execution must be triggered manually. Informaton can
be automatically retrieved from the system under test, or more specifically, differences
between two versions of the system under test. Test case results can be calculated
automatically by executing tests on the system to be tested. The test case result cannot
be further processed by the running system. Analysis of functionality: Although the
problem of state explosion might be reduced with the mentioned approach, it still does
not allow to check for issues in a deployed system.

Al-Refai et al. [ARCGF16] use design time models in the format of UML class and activity
diagrams that are automatically derived from existing test suites for system validation
before deployment. The system to be validated is represented using UML diagrams
derived from software code. Creation of those diagrams is anabled using annotations in
the code. Changes to a running system are enabled by adapting derived UML diagrams
that are mapped to annotated code fragments. Before changes are applied to the running
system, they are validated by checking the diagrams representing test suites against
the adapted diagrams representing software code [ARCGF16]. Analysis of automation
potential: In [ARCGF16], the validation process is triggered manually by attempting
to apply changes to the running system. Information can be automatically retrieved
from the automatically created UML models. The validation result is automatically
generated. The validation result is automatically processed by either rejecting a system
adaptation or applying it to the running software system. The described approach even
goes one step further regarding automation, as diagrams do not have to be generated
by hand. They are automatically generated from test suites or annotated software code.
Of course, the test cases and annotations have to be created manually. Analysis of
functionality: Compared to DynCS, functionality of the mentioned approach is limited,
because validation happens before deployment of system changes. Inconsistencies that
arise after deployment are not validated. Analysis of scalability of execution time: Full
validation of a large system still requires the checking of a large number of cases, with
the potential of state explosion, even if it happens on a model level. This leads to worse
scalability compared to the execution times achieved with DynCS.

For the automated verification of a system after the exeuction of test cases, an implemen-
tation is provided by Stockmann et al. [SLB19]. More specifically, runtime data retrieved
from controlled test executions is verified against requirements specified in linear tempo-
ral logic (LTL) [SLB19]. Analysis of automation potential: In [SLB19], the verification
process cannot be triggered by the system itself, but must be manually triggered via a
provided user interface. Required information is retrieved from requirements definitions
specified in LTL. As those requirements must be specified explicitly for this purpose, full
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automation of this step is not possible. Runtime information is automatically retrieved
from log records stored in a relational database. The verification result is automatically
calculated from the required information. As the verification process is run independent
of the running system, processing of the result by the verified system is not possible.
Analysis of functionality: As only variable changes can be observed from the running
system, covered cases are different to those covered by DynCS.

Fan et al. [FCX+16] aim to improve consistency between models and code by continuously
verifying the conformance of the implementation with its model-based definition. Test
cases are derived from the model specification. In cases where executing those test cases
on the implemented code yield to a negative result, the inconsistency is described in LTL
and fed into a model checking tool to locate the inconsistency in the model. The proposed
implementation uses Event-B models an directly compares them with code. The described
process is performed before deploying the system. Comparison of automation potential
to DynCS: In [FCX+16], required information is automatically retrieved from specified
models and software code. The verification result is automatically calculated from the
required information. Analysis of functionality: The cases covered by the described
approach depend on the model describing required structure and behavior. Therefore,
comparison is difficult. In the case of the Event-B modeling language provided in a demo
implementation, there is no information provided in the found literature which cases for
inconsistencies are covered. Only the amount of checked inconsistencies is reported.

Comparison to DynCS: Automation potential: As for DynCS, results can be auto-
matically calculated from information that is automatically retrieved from the system
to be tested or from specified test cases in the found approaches. In addition to this
functionality, DynCS allows automated triggering of the checking process, which is not al-
lowed by any of the found approaches. The automated processing of results, which is also
part of DynCS, is only allowed by the approach proposed by Al-Refai et al. [ARCGF16].
Functionality: Found approaches either do not allow for verification of information after
system deployment [ARCGF16] [ARGC16], or provide only limited functionality [SLB19].
This makes functionality of IDBoM (i) more sophisticated and (ii) more scalable with
respect to increasing system sizes. Scalability of execution times: The found literature
does not allow for a comparison of execution times with DynCS.

6.3 Model Interactions

In this section, approaches that enable the interaction with models are described and
compared with the SOMQM framework. In the found literature, approaches that focus
on querying model information, as described in Section 6.3.1, can be distinguished
from solutions focusing on managing model information, as described in Section 6.3.2.
Additionally, in Section 6.3.3, two frameworks that offer service interfaces to enable
both storage and querying of models are presented. In each section, found approaches
are compared with the SOMQM framework, based on the following parameters for
usability of model interactions that are derived in Section 4.2.1: (1) Required setup for
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accessing model content, (2) prerequisites on programming language, (3) capabilities
for managing several models, (4) abstraction level, (5) requirements on model input,
and (6) documentation. For an approach to be eligible for comparison with SOMQM,
the code-accessibility of model information must be possible as a prerequisite to allow
automatic processing of models at all.

6.3.1 Query Model Information

The Object Constraint Language (OCL) [OMG12] is described as query language for
models in the literature [DSKSC19] [Sto13]. Kahani et al. [KBC+19] show that OCL
is also supported by many tools for querying information of domain-specific languages.
However, it is also shown that OCL has limitations concerning its expressability and
usability [Sto13].

The Visual Model Query Language aims to improve usability of OCL by allowing queries to
be defined via a visual interface [Sto09]. Storrle [Sto11] shows that VMQL indeed provides
improved usability compared with OCL. Based on lessons learned from developing VMQL
and implementing it in industry projects, the Model Constraint and Query Language
(MOCQL) [Sto13] was developed. This language overcomes both OCL and VMQL when
it comes to usability [Sto13].

Besides those general-purpose query languages, there exist also approaches that are
tailor-suited to particular modeling languages. One example is the AutomationQL
language that is developed by Wimmer & Mazak [WM18] for AutomationML [LS17]. For
UML, that is used to represent models in this thesis, the following query possibilities are
already examined. Habela et al. [HKSS08] apply OCL to access UML model information.
Doan & Gogolla [DG19] provide the implementation of a use case for using OCL queries
by defining queries on the UML metamodel. More specifically, those OCL queries are
used for quality assessment and bad smell detection of UML models. In contrast to
those OCL-based UML query approaches, Zhang et al. [ZCZ12] propose an UML query
mechanism exploiting structure pattern matching. A dedicated query language with
the aim of overcoming limitations of OCL concerning expressability and simplicity is
developed. Based on queries defined in this language, a so-called target model is derived.
The structure of this target model is matched with the model to be queried to obtain the
query result.

Comparison to SOMQM: The focus of model query approaches described above
is clearly the access of model content, with a focus on expressibility and abstraction.
Code-accessibility of model information is only supported by OCL (as well as OCL-
based approaches [HKSS08] [DG19]), MOCQL, as well as the UML structure pattern
mapping solution proposed by Zhang et al. [ZCZ12] Therefore, the following comparison
is limited those approaches. Mentioned query languages provide an abstraction level
that is comparable to SOMQM. Required setup for accessing model content is more
time-consuming compared to SOMQM. As none of the tools mentioned above provide
any service-oriented implementations, requirements have to be imported and set up,
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or the tools have to be installed on a computer before using them. Prerequisites on
programming language are more strict for OCL (and OCL-based approaches) than for
SOMQM, and prerequisites of the found UML structure pattern mapping approach
are comparable to SOMQM. Requirements on model input are very loose for the found
approaches, compared to SOMQM. Capabilities for managing several models are not
integrated in the mentioned tools. Although it is mentioned by Storrle [Sto13] that
query languages such as MOCQL can be run on top of existing repositories providing
storage for several models, there is no such contribution found. This is the largest
drawback compared to SOMQM concerning usability for automatically processing model
information. Additionally, limited information about the documentation of the described
tools is found.

6.3.2 Model Management

Tools claiming to provide model management [DSSF+15] [BJRV04] [KRPGD10] usually
focus on the connection between models and interacting with a set of interconnected
models via a defined user interface. Additional challenges arise when dealing with
information that is stored across several models [BBCW19]. Di Sandro et al. [DSKSC19]
propose a framework for querying a set of interconnected models based on the MMINT
framework [DSSF+15]. Besides those end-to-end solutions, several approaches exist with
the focus on the retrieving of model information from particular models. Approaches
can be clustered into (i) model repositories and (ii) solutions to directly access model
information from storage.

Model Repositories: In the literature, tools that deal with abstracting storage and
access of models are often referenced as Model Repositories [FNF+14] [GDBK+19]
[KRM+13]. According to Garcia-Dominguez et al. [GDBK+19], “Model repositories allow
multiple developers to manage models stored in a centralized repository by ensuring that
models remain in a consistent state, while persisting them in a scalable form”. Mentioned
model repository implementations are Morsa, ModelCVS, Connected Data Objects (CDO)
and EMFStore, Modelio, MagicDraw and MetaEdit [GDBK+19]. Morsa is a NoSQL based
repository for EMF models with a focus on scalability concerning model sizes [PCM11].
The CDO framework also focuses on providing repository functionality for EMF models
of scalable size [KRM+13]. ModelCVS focuses on version control for modeling artefacts
[KRM+13]. The focus of EMFStore lies on configuration and version management [KH10].
Modelio7 and MagicDraw8 are both modeling tools that use a built-in model repository
for managing created models from different metamodels. The focus of Modelio is to
provide decentralized model repository functionality [Des14]. MagicDraw focuses on
decentralized model management for enabling collaborative modeling functionality on
top of a model repository [DRDRIP15] MetaEdit is a model repository with the aim of
enabling collaboration when developing Domain-Specific modeling Languages [KT18].

7Website of Modelio: https://www.modelio.org/
8Website of MagicDraw: https://www.nomagic.com/products/magicdraw
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For the storage and visualization of Domain-Specific Languages, the Metamodel browser
can be used [WSS+08].

Directly access model information: There are also approaches that directly access
model information from a persisted format, without extra tools. Model information is
therefore stored either file-based in a format such as XMI, or persisted to relational or
non-relational databases for performance improvement [GDBK+19]. An example for
a non-relational database is given by Abdelhadi et al. [ABZ19]. To enable automatic
processing, stored information has to be accessed. This can be achieved by (i) using
proprietary database query languages or (ii) directly accessing file content. For (i) using
proprietary database query languages, SQL or NoSQL can be used. An example to (ii)
directly accesses file content is given by Shin & Lim [SL18]. Query languages can be
translated to proprietary languages for directly accessing file content to improve usability,
as demonstrated by De Carlos et al. [DCSM+15] for OCL.

Comparison to SOMQM: The code-accessibility of model information is guaranteed
when directly accessing model content. Most model repositories also provide facilities to
programmatically access model content. General-purpose model management solutions
[DSSF+15] [BJRV04] [KRPGD10] [BBCW19] [DSKSC19] usually provide a visual interface
for a user, but do not allow to directly access content from the underlying storage
facilities within standalone software systems. Therefore, only model repositories and
approaches to directly access model information are compared to SOMQM in further
detail. Compared to SOMQM, the setup required for accessing model content is more
time-consuming when directly accessing model information and equal to SOMQM for
model repositories. As model repositories usually provide access to model contents via
object-oriented representations, those representations are usually bound to a particular
programming language, whereas directly accessing model information is allowed by most
modern programming languages. This makes the prerequisites on programming language
of solutions exploiting to directly access model information comparable to SOMQM.
For model repositories, those prerequisites are more strict than for SOMQM. Managing
several models is the main goal of model repositories. As persistence formats allow to
store several entities, the management of several models is also supported by approaches
that directly access model content from such persistence formats. This implies that all
compared approaches include capabilities for managing several models, making them
comparable with SOMQM for this parameter. The abstraction level is higher in SOMQM
than for persistence-level interaction provided when directly accessing model information,
or the different abstraction capabilities provided by model repositories. The requirements
on model input are very general for both of the compared tool categories. Available
documentation is comparable to SOMQM.

6.3.3 Service-oriented code-accessibility

In the performed literature search, two solutions are found that provide user-definable
retrieving of model information via webservices. EMF Rest [EDIG+16] is a plugin for
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the Eclipse IDE that automatically generates a query webservice for a given model which
must be an instance of a user-defined metamodel.

The goal of MDEForge [BDRDR+14] is to provide a cloud-based modeling platform,
offering both a web interface and an api for browsing, searching and adapting models as
well as executing transformations of a model from one metamodel to another.

Comparison to SOMQM: Both of the solutions described in this section allow for
code-accessibility of model information. Whereas both of the found approaches provide
extensive documentation in the for of scientific publications and web pages, require
the same prerequisites on programming language and required setup for accessing model
content than SOMQM, they have both less strict requirements on model input than
SOMQM. This last aspect makes it more difficult to derive semantics from underlying
models when implementing software that accesses model information. Capabilities for
managing several models is only supported by MDEForge, but not by EMF Rest.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion & Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

The dependency on software in more and more aspects of our lives make the consistency
between expected and actual behavior a crucial aspect of such software systems. However,
current solutions such as satisfiability modulo theories, model checking, software testing
or runtime monitoring only provide limited information concerning this mentioned
consistency.

In this thesis, the aim was to analyze to which extent a model-based approach to inconsis-
tency detection provides improvement concerning automation and scalability of execution
times. Additionally, the functionality of such an approach is evaluated. Therefore,
an instantiation of the Inconsistency Detection Based on Models (IDBoM) framework
is created. This framework consists of two services. The Dynamic Checking Service
(DynCS) handles the inconsistency checking process. The Service-Oriented Management
and Querying of Models (SOMQM) framework provides access to model information.
When implementing the SOMQM framework, several measures are taken to improve
usability with respect to the implementation of use cases for automatically processing
model information using SOMQM. The intention of these measures is to contribute to
improving the number of implemented use cases for reusing model information to increase
potential benefits of keeping models up to date.

An evaluation of the created instantiation yielded the following results. The model-based
inconsistency checking process implemented in the IDBoM framework scales linearly with
respect to execution time for all tested parameters. More interestingly, runtime is mostly
determined by the number of messages in the sequence diagram representing the actual
runtime behavior of a system. Full automation of the implemented checking process
is possible, from triggering the process to automatically processing the checking result,
assuming that (i) an instance of the SOMQM framework and the DynCS is running,
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(ii) the DynCS instance knows the location of the SOMQM instance, and the running
system that triggers the checking process knows the location of the DynCS instance, and
(iii) design time model information is entered into the running SOMQM instance. The
functionality covered by the implemented checking rules is comparable to executing test
cases before system deployment. Usability of model interactions is improved, compared
to existing solutions.

Compared to other approaches investigated, the IDBoM framework is user-friendly,
provides automation potential and offers abstraction levels and management capabilities
for model administration. In summary, the contribution of this thesis is the following:
(1) A framework is provided that demonstrates the applicability of a model-based
approach to check for inconsistencies between expected and actual behavior of a system
with respect to scalability (execution time), automation potential and functionality.
(2) The framework is an end-to-end solution for model-based inconsistency checking
whose functionality is comparable to executing test cases before system deployment and
has a linear relationship between execution time and all tested parameters. (3) It is
a reusable solution for automated processing of model information, with emphasis on
usability for developers.

7.2 Future Work

In this subsection, directions for future work are proposed.

Improving execution times of the checking process: In the simulation experiment,
the scalability of execution time of the checking process to particular parameters is
evaluated. However, besides this relative increase or decrease in execution time, the
improvement of absolute execution times is interesting for decreasing the latency between
triggering of the checking process and retrieving its result. Therefore, parallelization
[MKP19] or cloud development [MRSB18] might be promising approaches.

Extension of functionality of DynCS: Increasing provided functionality can provide
further potential with respect to automation of and cases covered by the implemented
checking process. Examples for such functionality are:

• The implementation of additional checking rules or diagram types can increase
the functionality of the checking process. As additional diagram types, UML state
machine daigrams or UML timing diagrams might be of particular interest, as
discussed in Section 4.4. Deriving information from already existing test cases, e.g.
as shown by Al-Refai et al. [ARCGF16], can further reduce the effort for creating
required models.

• Currently, runtime information is assumed to be passed to the IDBoM framework
in a particular format representing a UML sequence diagram. Obviously, the
automated generation of such diagrams by mapping code fragments to diagram
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elements, as already implemented by e.g. Al-Refai et al. [ARCGF16] or Fan et
al. [FCX+16], provides further automation.

• Logging call traces can improve reproducability of inconsistencies.

Performing an empirical usability analysis of SOMQM: In this thesis, the us-
ability of the SOMQM framework is evaluated and compared to other solutions based
on certain usability parameters. Those parameters are derived using logic reasoning.
Empirical evaluation of those parameters can provide further insights into the actual
improvement in usability achieved with SOMQM.

Increasing use cases involving SOMQM: In this thesis, inconsistency checking is
discussed as a use case for automatically processing model interactions. However, there
are other use cases where existing model information can be reused. Examples are the
creation of test cases, runtime adaptation of predictive maintenance. The implementation
of such use cases can provide further insights into potential benefits of using models in
these areas as well as the usability and benefits of SOMQM for implementing such use
cases.

Allowing configuration of models accepted by SOMQM: The current implemen-
tation of SOMQM supports the handling of models that conform to the implied format
representing either a UML class diagram, UML activity diagram or UML state machine
diagram. To extent those supported types, each new model type must be implemented by
adding code to the SOMQM framework. This step can be automated by automatically
creating the required code from user-definable metamodels, as already offered e.g. by
tools such as EMF Rest [EDIG+16] or the Metamodel browser [WSS+08].

Development of a reference architecture for reusing models: The current archi-
tecture of the IDBoM framework shown in Figure 3.1 shows the components required
for the purpose of this thesis as well as required interaction between those components.
However, how the separation between model management and checking process can
efficiently be used in practice, especially when several use cases that make reuse of the
same models must be orchestrated, is not part of the scope of this thesis. Providing
a reference architecture for reusing model management can further contribute to the
implementation of use cases for reusing model information.

Extension to an industrial setting: The proposed IDBoM framework is evaluated
in this thesis using non-empirical methods. More specifically, a demonstration of the
implementation, as well as a static usability study and a simulation experiment are
performed. However, the extension of this evaluation to a real-world industrial case study
can provide further empirical data. This data can be used to e.g. discuss the impact of
the provided automation potential or discuss advantages and disadvantages of different
architectural options.
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APPENDIX A
Visualization of Diagrams for

Demonstration scenario

Figure A.1: Class diagram of autonomous driving demonstration scenario
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A. Visualization of Diagrams for Demonstration scenario

Figure A.2: Activity diagram of autonomous driving demonstration scenario
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